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BUFFALO BILL'S SECRET CAMP:
OR,

Trailin g the Cloven Hoofs.
By the author of "BUFFALO BILL"

CHAPTER I.
A

GI RL' S

P L U C K.

The coaches that ran to and from Last Chance; a mining town on the extreme frontier of the middle West;
generally had a pretty hard time of it. There were rough
roads, washouts, Indiai1s and, worse than all, there were
organized bands of outlaws, the presence of which on the
trail made travel doubly dangerous.
It is true that at the time we speak of Buffalo Bill
had just succeeded in capturing and killing a number of
the outla°Ws and breaking up their band, but for all that,
travel on the stage line was so dangerou~ that none o.f the
r egul ar drivers could be persuaded to take the coach
through.
A brave young fellow named Harding, one of Buffalo
Bill's scouts, had taken the coach through in safety to its
terminal , and was on his way back. The relay station at
W--, where he changed horses and where he stopped
over night, was connected by several coach lines with
points further east, but passengers seldom came that way,
and Harding went to bed thinking that on the morrow
he would have a lonely drive, through a wild country, to
Last Chance.
. The coaches that came in from the South al\d East the

next morning, however, brought valuable mail tor Last
Chance, but, to the surprise of .all, a lady pas"Senger.
She was a young lady, and veiled, but enough was seen
of her face to reveal its beauty, while her form was of
faultless mold.
She was dressed in perfect keeping for one on a long
journey, and carried only ?- small trunk with her.
She told the station agent that her name was Celeste
Seldon, and that she had come \ IV est for the purpose of
searching for her father, and to find the whereabouts of a
young friend.
.
The last she had heard of her father was in a letter
elated from W--.
" I wrote you, Mr. Agent," she said, in her sweet way,
"asking about a young man, Bernard Brandon by name,
who had come VI' est upon a special mission.
"You replied }hat he had been to W-·- , and gone on
from here to Last Chance, mining camp, and though I
have written there, no response came, so I decided to come
myself and investigate.
·
"Have you heard anything more of Mr. Brandon?"
The agent looked troubled, and seeing it, she said,

a

quickl y~

" You have heard of him, so I beg you to tell me all."
"I regret to say, miss, that he was wounded on his way
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to Last Chance, shot by road-agents; but here is Harding,
the driver of ·the Last Chance coach, and he can tell you
all."
Harding did not appear to like having to give pain to
the young girl, but he frankly told her that the young
man she sought had been wounded by outlaws in a recent
hold-up, and that the bullet, striking his head, had made
him a maniac.
"I will go to him. When do you start, sir?"
''This afternoon, miss; but the trail is a very dangerous
one,. and I had better bring him back with me."
"No, I will go with you, and I will speak for the box
seat, if it is not ' engaged."
"Oh, no, no seats are engaged, for all dread the trail
·
behveen here and Last Chance."
"I do not, so I ride with you, sir, on the box seat," was
the determined reply of the young girl.
She paid her fare, and wheri the coach started, after
havi1;g dinner at the agent's, mounted to the box with
Harding's aid, and took her seat by the young driver,
while the crowd yelled lustily as they drove off to face the
clangers of the Dead Line Trail.
Harding drove off with the air of one who felt his full
responsibility in having the care of a young and beautiful
girl, who dared' risk the dangerous road he had to travel.
He found that his fair companion, as soon as she left
the settlement, was very beautiful, for she removed her
veil when only having to be gazed upon by one person,
and that one a very handsome young man.
It did not take her very long to discover that her companion, though driving an Overland coach, was above the
average she hacl thus far met with among the Western
wilds, for he was polite, well informed, and his courage
was proven by what he was then doing, for Miss Seldon
had been told by the agent just what trouble they had had
·
on the line.
The night relay was reached, and as there had been no
expectation of ever accommodating young ladies, no provision had been made for them, so Harding and the stocktender yielded the cabin .to the fair passenger, while they
occupied a shanty near by~
The stock-tender exerted himself to make her c0mfortable1 and to provide the best supper and breakfast his
·
larder would allow.
"What a surprise they will get in Last Chance when
they see her, pard. \i'l/hy, them miners will make a goddess of her, whatever that may be," said the stock-tender.
"Yes, if we only get through, pard, for do you know
I am more anxious now than when I am alone?"
!'Why is that?" _
"Well, I have· my reasons ; but . Jet me tell you that I
mean to fight on this run if we are held up," and the eyes
of the young driver flashed fire.
The next morning the coach started upon its way half
an hour earlier than usual, and Harding pushed his horses
along at a far faster pace than they were accustomed to.
For some reason he seemed anxious to get by the Dead
Line-as the spot where the outlaws generally held up
the coaches was kn0wn-far ahead of time, and to push on
into Last Chance with all speed that was possible.
He found his fair charge most entertaining, and she
asked him all about life in the Wild 'vVest, and he was
surprised to discover how much she knew of the frontier
and
, . its characters.

She spoke of army officers known to her well by name,
mentioned Buffalo Bill as a hero well known in the East,
and seemed anxious to glean all the information she could
of the strange country into which she had ventured.
At last she touched upon the cause of her coming, and
her face saddened as she said :
"It grieves me deeply to learn of the sad result of Mr.
Brandon's wound, though I cannot but feel, as you say,
that he is bodily strong, that something can be done to
restore his mind.
"He came hera on a mission for me, to find my father,
who, I will confess to you, was driven \!\fest by pretended
friends and false misrepresentations that kept .him here,
as though he had been the veriest criminal hiding from
justice.
"But it is not so, and I Jong to find my father and restore him to his home and those who love him.
"Have you ever heard of him here ?-his name was
,
Andrew Seldon."
"No, Miss Seldon, I never have heard the name, that I
now recall.
"Where was he when you last heard of him?"
"Several letters came into my possession long after
they were written, for I have not seen my father for
seven long years, and I was a little girl then, and the
last of those letters was mailed at W--.
"In it he stated that he had been in the mining country,
had been most successful,. and would come home within
a year or two.
"But this letter did not come to my hands directly, and
it was answered by others, his enemies and mine, and so
I, upon learning the truth, and of a cruel plot against him
and myself, got Mr. Brandon to come and look him up
that he might know all.
"As a dread came, upon receiving the agent's letter,
that harm had befallen Mr. Brandon, I decided to come
at once to the West myself, for I was reared on a pl antation, am a good rider, have been inured to hardships and
can handle firearms when there is need for them, so I was
fitted for just such a trip as I am now taking; but here
I am making a confidant of you, Mr. Harding, when I
·
should be keeping my own counsel."
"Oh, no, I am glad to know more of you, and it may
be in my power to aid you, for I will gladly do all in my
power for you."
"I feel that, and we will be friends; but why do you
look so anxious ?"
"Do I?"
"Yes, you do."
"Well, to be candid, I am anxious for your sake, not
mine, for I half dread trouble on this run, and we are
nearing the scene of several tragedies and which the
miners call the Dead Line.
"Will you not ride in the coach now?"
"No, I take all chances with you and remain where I
am," was the plucky reply of Celeste Seldon.
CHAPTER II.
MASKED FOES .

The brave respo~se of Celeste Seldon pleased the young
miner, lhough he did not wish her to remain upon the
box.
He knew the merciless nature of the · road-agents, and
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that if they fired without challenging him, she stood in as
much danger as he did of being killed or wounded.
So he said:
" I would much rather that you should go inside the
coach, especially until we pass the Dead Line."
"No, I remain here."
"You are determined?"

"I an1."
"Then I can say no more, and I think, recognizing that
I have a lady with me, they will not fire upon me."
"Have you much of value with you?"
"I have considerable money in bank notes for miners at
Last Chance."
"Is it too bulky for me to hide ?"
"I think not, miss."
" Then let me try it."
A halt was made and the money was taken from its
hi ding-place.
The young girl asked:
"Do you know the amount that is here?"
"Yes, miss, it is stated here,'' and he handed out a
paper.
"I will take the paper and the money, for I can hide it,''
and with this she put it in a silk bag that she carried and
fastened it securely beneath the skirt of her dress.
Feeling relieved on this point, Hardiug drove on and
soon after came in sight of the Dead Line. ·
He had just come up level witl! the cross that marked
the fatal spot of former tragedies, and was talking to his
team, which showed much nervousness at passing a scene
wl:ich they realized as one to dread, when loud rang out a
v01ce:
"Hold hard, Harding, or you are a dead man !"
Not a soul was visible among the rocks or in the trees,
and Harding had it flash through his mind to make a
dash, when quickly the hand of the young girl was laid
upon his arm and she said, firml y :
"Obey!"
" I must do so,'' was the low reply, for the young man
realized that it would bring a volley upon them to attempt
to dash through.
So his foot went hard down upon the brake, as he
pulled his horses up and the stage came to a halt.
"Make your lines fast around the brake and hands up
now !" came the order from the unseen foe.
"You must obey," said Celeste Seldon, as the driver
hesitated.
\i\Tith a muttered imprecation Harding obeyed, and
then out from the thicket came a horseman.
His horse was enveloped in a: black blanket that gave
him the appearance of the steeds of the knights of ol~,
robed out in mail, for his ears, head and neck were covered and it fell to his knees.
The covering was over the saddle, too, so that it as well
as the bridle was concealed.
·
The horseman wore a black robe like a domino, shielding his form completely, and his face was covered by a
red, close-fitting mask, while a cowl covered his head.
"The devil on horseback," muttered Harding, as he
beheld the man, and right there he made up his mind
that if he was the sole one who held up the coach, he
would watch his chance, if he could get Celeste Seldon
away from his side, and try a du~l~,ith him f()r mastery.

3

. But this hope died away when, as though suspecting
the intention of Harding, the horseman called out:
"Come, men, and let us get to work."
Silently there came out of the thicket now half-a-dozen
men on · foot, but all enveloped in black robes, wearing
red masks, and with their feet clad in moccasins, while
a quick glance at the hoofs of the horse ridden by the
chief showed that he had muffles on, to prevent making a
track.
The young girl seated by the side of Harding calmly
surveyed the scene, and her sympathy seemed to be with
the young driver, who, she could see, felt the situation
keenly.
The half-dozen men appearing at the call of their chief
seemed to be well trained, for two of them went to the
heads of the horses, two more to either door of the coach,
and the others awaited orders.
The horseman rode" close up to the side of the coach,
his hand upon his revolver.
·
·
"Harding, I see that you meditate resistance if opportunity offers, but let me warn you that you are a dead
man the instant you make any attempt to escape or fire
upon us.
,
"I would kill you now without the slightest hesitation,
only I fear it would br.eak up the line and travel to Last
Chance, and that I do not wish.
"Dismount from that box, and remember, my revolver
covers you !"
Harding obeyed in sullen silence.
"Now, what freight have you on?"
"I have the mails, and this lady passenger, but, low as
you are, you will not rob her, I hope."
"There was money sent through by 1 ou to Last
Chance."
"You pretend to know tbis, but I have no money for
Last Chance."
"I know better."
"There is the coach; search it; but let me tell you, if
you touch the United States mails you will have every
soldier stationed at W-- . and at Faraway on your
track."
"I believe you are right about that, and I do not care
to fight the government by robbing the mails; but the
money I want."
" I have not got any, I told you."
"I do not believe you."
"Then find it."
"I will."
A thorough search of the coach was made, and then
the driver was searched but without any money being
found.
"I know that the sum of thirty thousand dollars was
to be sent by you to the miners in Last Chance."
"You know this ?"
"Yes."
! '
'
"How?"
"Never mind, but I know it."
"Well, you see that your spy misinformed you."
"As the money cannot be found it is a dead loss to me,
and I hold you responsible."
"All right, I am."
-,
"But, as I said, if I kill you no man will be' found to
take your place--"
"Oh, yes, Qr.,, Dick will."

•
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. Dr. Dick was a well-known character in Last Chance,
where he was the surgeon. He was a reckless man artd
idolized by the rough miners there.
"D-- Dr. Dick-I beg pardon, miss, but he refers
to one whom I hate, and some day will be avenged upon,"
said the outlaw.
"Well, if you kill me you will have the chance, for he
will drive."
" With even that hope to get even with him, I will not
kill you, yet I must have that money or a hostage."
"Take me, then."
"No, I could not realize the amount on you."
"Then do without."
"Not I, when there is a hostage at hand."
"Who?"
"This lady."
"Coward ! you would not dare."
"Won't I? Then see, for thaHady becomes my prisoner until I receive that money."
"What money?"
"The thirty thousand you beat me out of to-day ."
"How can you get it by taking me with you?" asked
Celeste Sheldon, quietly.
"Why, very easily, miss."
"How so, may I ask?"
"Harding will go on to L ast Chance and report that
I have you as my prisoner, to hold until the miners pay
me the Sum of-well, l'll add interest, ·so call it thirtyfive thousand dollars."
"The miners have nothing to do with me, sir; they do
not even know me."
"That does not matter, for they are a gallant lot of
men, rough though they may look, and many of them
be, so, when it' is known what I have done, they will chip
in ?,enerously and the money will be raised very quickly."
' How will you get it?" a!iked Harding.
"I will meet you on any day we .may agree upon, at
this spot, with this lady, and you will come alone, as I
will, and the exchange of the hostage for the money will
be made.
"If you come with others, or attempt treachery, I swear
to you I will kill the girl before you r eyes, so if you wish
to have that done, play traitor, while, if you act squarely
with me, all will be well.
"What do you say ?"
"I will say, as it cannot be otherwise, I will be your
hostage until the money is paid you," said Celeste Sheldon, firmly.
CHAPTER III.
THE

SA CRIF I CE .

The plucky stand taken by Celeste Sheldon won the
admiration of Harding at once.
He did not understand why she had been so prompt
in her reply, so willing to at once yield herself as a hostage until a ransom was received for her release.
But she did offer, and he at once decided what he
should do.
So he said:
"See here, cutthroat, I have something to say to you ."
''"Well, out with it, but be more choice in your epithets
bestowed on me, if you wish to keep in good health."

"What! don't like the name, eh? Well, I called you
by a name that denotes your calling."
"vVhat have you to say?"
"Just this, that if you will allow this young lady to
ride on to Last Chance, on one of my stage-horses, for
he will carry her safely there, I will remain your hostage
until Landlord Larry sends the money out to you which
you demand."
"As a hostage you are of no value, but the lady is."
"Well, again?"
"What is it?"
"If I pay you the amount you said was to be sent by
me, will you let the lady go?"
"vVhen will you pay it ?"
"Now."
1 "Do so, and I will let the lady go free."
"No, no, sir; you have not the money," cried Celeste
to Harding.
"Yes, miss; I can make it good, for altogether I have
a little more saved up than he demands, and I can start
over again to lay up a fortune, you see, for I am young
yet."
"I will not consent to that, except that I return yon
the money, my kind friend, for I am well able to do so, as
I am by no means a poor girl.
"I will recompense you, by paying you back my ranson1."
"We will not quarl-el on that score, miss, so give him
the money," said Harding.
Celeste turned, and raising her skirt, took the bag of
money from its hiding-place.
This she handed to Harding who threw it at the masked
outlaw's feet with the remark:
"Your spy informed you correctly; there is the money;
just thirty-two thousand dollars."
':Thank you," and he quietly counted the money before
he spoke again.
"Yes, it is all here.
"Now, miss, had Harding ransomed you, it was your
intention to have repaid him, you said?"
"By all means, for l have no claim upon that brave
·
gentleman."
"You are able to pay back so large a ransom, are you?"
"Had I not been able to pay it back, I would not have
made the offer to do so."
"You have not got the money with you?"
"Oh, no; I am no traveling bank, nor am I a fool."
"Well said; but as you are able to pay a ransom for
yourself, I shall hold you a prisoner until you pay me
the money I demand."
An oath burst involuntarily from the lips of Harding
at this treachery on the part of the road-agent, while the
young girl turned pale with momentary dread.
But she said, firml y:
"After receiving the money you demanded, and which
I feel it my duty to pay back, as it is really my ransom,
will you be so vile, so lost to all manhood, as to enforce
your words against me?"
"What more can you expect of one who has no character, who is already lost, body and soul?
"Oh, no; I have no conscience, so do not appeal to
me, for all I wish in the world is gold, and that I will
have, no matter who the victim, what the means I have
to take to get it."
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"You 'are, indeed, lost to every human feeling."
"So I said, and you are my prisoner until this man
Hi!rding brings me, well, say, thirty thousand dollars'
ransom money for your safe delivery to him once more.
"Now, miss .: I wiJJ take your baggage along, for you
may need it, and you will go with me."
"Where will you take me?"
"To my retreat, and you will 1be treated with respect;
but money I must have.
"As for you, Harding, go on to Last Chance and raise
the money for this lady's ransom.
"Give it to Dr. Dick, and let him come with you in
your coach on your next run out.
"Halt just here, and he wiJJ be met by one of my
men with this lady.
"If others come, her life shall be the forfeit.
"\i\Then my messenger receives the money, this lady
shall be given into the charge of Dr. Dick.
"Do you understand ?"
"I do, and you will understand that all of Last Chance,
every man capable of carrying a gun, will be upon your
trail before night."
"Just Jet any one pursue me, and instead of finding
me, you will discover the dead body of this young girl
in the trail awaiting you. Remember, I am not to be
followed, or intimidated. Do you w1derstand now?"
Harding made no reply, for he was too much overcome to speak; but the small leather trunk belonging to
Celeste Seldon having been taken from the coach, along
with a side saddle and bridle she had brought with her,
the driver clasped her hand in farewell.
As he grasped her hand, unable himself to speak, for
his emotion at being unable to protect the girl overcame
him, Celeste Seldon said:
"I would like to have a word with this gentleman."
She spoke to the masked chief, who' replied:
"Before me, yes."
"Very well, I have no secret to make known to him, so
you inay hear."
Then, turning to Harding, she continued :
"You have been most kind to me, sir, and I appreciate
it. You have done all in your power for me, no one
could do more; but let me say to you, if you can raise
the sum demanded by this-this- robber, do so, and
every dollar shall be refunded to you within a few days
·
after my return East."
"The men won't ask it, miss."
"But I shall pay it.
"Now, to the reason in part of my coming here."
"Yes, miss."
"Try to find out for me among the miners, if a man
by the name of Andrew Seldon is known to any of them
'
and if so, where he is."
"I will."
"Try also to do all in your power for that poor young
man, Bernard Brandon, who, you told me, had been
crazed by a bullet wound, doubtless given by this verymurderer."
"Yes, I shot him, and killed Dave Dockery, the driver,
and a miner at the same time," was the remark of the
masked road-agent, delivered with the utmost effrontery.
"You seem proud of your red work, sir."
"Yes, killing is a trade with me just now."

Celeste Seldon turned from him witli disgust and horror, and, addressing Harding, continued:
"Ask the one you spoke of as Dr. Dick to do all in his
power for that poor sufferer, and he shall be well rewarded for it.
"When I am released I wiJJ go to Last Chance, as it
was my intention, and do all I can to find my father,
and minister to the sufferings of poor Mr. Brandon.
"Now, I thank you once more, and bid you good-by."
Harding clasped her hand, dared not to trust himself
to speak, but there were volumes in the look of intense
hatred he cast upon the masked face of the road-agent
chief.
Then he mounted to the stage-box, gathered up his
lines and drove away in a silence that was most expressive.
He glanced back as he came to the end of the canyon,
but saw that the road-agent s and their fair prisoner had
already disappeared.
Then the lash descended upon the backs of the startled
horses, and the team was sent along at a pace that was
most dangerous, indeed.
But Harding could only find vent for his pent-up feelings by rapid and reckless drivi~1g, and never before had
the distance between the Dead Line and Last Chance
been covered in the time in which he made it.
Notwithsta nding his delay at the Dead Line, he went
thundering up tne valley half an hour ahead of time, and
when he drew rein before the hotel his horses were reeking with foam and panting like hard-run hounds.
His face was white, his eyes ablaze with anger and indignation, and his teeth set firmly.
- "Great God ! Harding, what has happened? '' cried
Landlord Larry, the proprietor of the only hotel in Last
Chance, in alarm.
Throwing the mail at the feet of the surprised landlord, Harding leaped to the ground, and said, hoarsely:
"Come, I wish to speak to you."
1
He led the way into the office and then told the whole
story.
"We wiJJ mount a hundred men and go in pursuit at
once," cried Larry.
"What ! do you forget his threat?"
"What threat?"
"To kiJJ the girl !"
"He will not do it."
"He will."
"No; he dare not."
"You do not know him-I do."
"Well, what is to be done?"
"Just what he demands."
"What! pay him?"
"By all means, and save the girl!"
"You are right."
"But have all ready then, the momeut that she is safe,
to throw five hundred mounted men on a hunt for him;
have the entire country about the Dead Line surrounded ;
and then hunt him and his men to death," savagely said
Harding.
"Yes; it must be done; but now to tell the men what
has happened," and Landlord Larry went out, followed
by Harding, to find a large crowd of miners gathered
about the hotel.
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CHAPTER IV.
THE RANSOM.

Landlord Larry was considerably nonplused by what
been told him by Harding, and he hardly knew how
to break the news to the miners.
, Hundreds pad assembl~d, for the .mad race of . Harding's team up the valley had told them that something
had gone wrong.
So they had hurried in twos and by half-dozens to the
hotel to hear what had happened.
They were more eager to learn it all when it was told
how Harding had made no report, but had led Landl.o rd
Larry into the office and been closeted there " ·ith him
an hour.
.
The panting horses had been ' led away to the stable,
the mail had been opened by Landlord Larry's clerk, and
many had gotten letters.
But the interest in letters was lost in the desire to learn
what had happened on Harding's run in.
When the two men were seen coming out of the hotel,
a wild yell greeted them.
Landlord Larry stepped out upon the piazza,. and at
once a silence fell upon the crowd, while every eye was
turned upon the white face of Harding.
"Men, I have bad news for you," said Landlord Larry.
"The coach has been held up again, and thirty-two
thousand dollars in money, given to driver Harding to
bring to Last Chance, was taken.
"There are some forty of you who feel this loss, havin·~ sent your gold out to be exchanged for this money.
'But that is not the worst of it.
"The mails were not disturbed, as the road-agent said
that he wished no trouble with the government.
"Nor is this all, for Harding had a pas.senger with him
on this run-a young girl."
"Where is she?" came in a chorus of voices.
"I
tell you.
"There were seven road-agents, all masked, and their
chief mounted.
"They held the coach up at the Dead Line, and they
covered Harding with their rifles, and demanded the
mopey which, in some way, they knew he had.
"The young lady had hidden it for him, but as she was
ta be held for ransom, she gave it up, and learning that
she was rich, the road-agent chief then demanded ransom
from her."
And, speaking slowly and distinctly, Landlord. Larry
went on to tell the whole story of the coach and taking
of Celeste Seldon captive.
The crowd was as silent as death, except for the suppressed breathing of the men, and the bronzed faces of
the miners paled and flushed by turns.
When at last it was told how a ransom of thirty thousand dollars was demanded, before a word had been said
that it would be paid back, a yell arose:
"We'll raise it !"
"Good! That is just what I knew·you would do, pards,
and I will head the list with five hundred," said Landlord
Larry.
"Put me down for five hundred," called out Harding,
and the two offers were cheered, while a stern voice called
out behind the landlord :
~ad

,m

"Put me down for a thousand, Larry, for I have heard
all that you have told the men."
It was Dr. Dick, the physician of the town, who
was a great gambler, and known as the Gambler Gold
King, who, seeing the crowd in front of the hotel, had
come to the piazza by passing into the house through the
rear door.
. Another cheer greeted the sum named by Dr: Dick,
and there arose cries on all sides as men pressed forward:
''I'll give a thousand, landlord!"
"Name me for fifty."
·
"Put me on the list for a hundred!"
"Twenty-five for me!"
And so on were the sums named by the noble-hearted
and generous fellows, even those who had lost their
money by the road-agerits, subscribing, until Dr. Dick
.called out, for he had been keeping account:
"Hold on, all ! The amount is already named.
"Now, men, form in line, and give your names as you
pass along, and the money, those who have it."
It was late when the ransom list was made up, and the
·men had not heeded the supper gong until after they
had paid their subscriptions.
'
Then Landlord Larry packed the money away, and the
crowd dispersed to their various occupations and pleasures for the night, which may be set down as consisting
principally of drinking and gambling.
This question, regarding the unfortunate girl who had
fallen into the hands of the masked and merciless outlaws being settled, the driver said to Landlord Larry and
Dr. Dick, who had returned to the office of the hotel:
"Now, I wish to see about the poor fellow whom that
young girl was coming out to see, and also to learn about
her father."
"Who was her father?" asked Landlord Larry.
"Her name is Celeste Seldon, and she wished me to
iscertain if her father had ever been heard of in the
mm es.
"His name was Andrew Seldon."
"Andrew Seldon?" quickly said Dr. Dick.
"Yes."
"I know of such a man, or rather knew of him, for he
is dead now," was the response of the Gambler Gold
King.
A cloud passed over the face of Harding, and he remarked, sadly :
"That poor girl seems doomed to have sorrow dog her
steps. But you knew her father, doctor?"
"Yes; I knew him long years ago, and I happen to
learn of his being out here, working for a fortune in the
mines, I believe."
"You are sure that it is the one she seeks?"
"The names are the same. The Andrew Seldon I knew
was from Tennessee."
"So wa~ her father, and he must be the man you refer
to. But where did he die?'. '
"I'll tell you what I have not made known to others.
Buffalo Bill and I struck a trail to see what the end would
bring to us, and the night before we came to the end,
those we sought were buried by the caving in of a mine
which they were working under a cliff. One of those
men was Andrew Seldon, and he had a companion with
him."
"And they were killed?"
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"Yes, buried under the cliff, that fell upon their cabin,
destroying all."
"You must tell the story to the young girl , for I cannot, doctor."
"I will cl<;> so, though I hate to give a woman pain."
"Now, doctor, I wish to ask about the one she seeks
here in Last Chance."
"Who is he, Harding?"
"The poor fellow you so devotedly cared for, but whose
r eason was destroyed by the wound he received · from the
road-agents."
"Ah, yes; poor fellow; his mind is irrevocably
wrecked."
· "Where is he?"
. "Landlord Larry can tell you better than I, for he seems
to avoid my cabin since I gave him up as a patient."
"He wanders about among the camps at will ; but that
reminds me that I have not seen him to-day," the landlord said.
"Is he the one the girl is coming to see?" asked Dr.
Dick.
"Yes, and his name is Bernard Brandon. H e came out
here on a special mission for her, I suppose to find her
father, and not hearing from him, she feared that he had
gotten into trouble, so came West herself in search of
him."
"Well, her coming may bring back his reason, though I
doubt it."
"Will you not question him , doctor, telling him about
her, and see if you cannot get him to talk rati onally?"
"Certainly, Harding; but where is he?"
Landlord Larry asked his clerk about the man, but he
had not seen him all clay, and the miners being question ed, not one recalled having seen him since the day before .
In some dread that harm had befallen him, Harding
then went out in search of the poor fellow.
He went from miner to miner and camp to camp in his
vain search for the missing man, for not anywhere cou1d
he find any one who had seen him for · over twenty-four
hours.
Becoming really alarmed, when he realized tl~e shock it
· would be to Celeste Seldon, whose hazardous and costly
trip to the \i\1 est would be utterly useless, Harding went
back to the hotel to consult Dr. Dick and Landlord Larrv
about giving a general alarm.
rieed,
direst'
'
of
times
in
given
only
These alarms were
for the miners were sworn to obey the call, and come
from ever.y camp and mine wit;Jin the c.itcuit of habitation about Last ChaJ1ce.
The alarm was given by sending a mounted bugler to
every prominent point in the valley, whei·e. he was to
sou,nd the rally .three times.
A half-dozen positions thus vis-itecl. would send : the
·bugle· notes into every camp of the valley, and .it was the
duty of all miners· to at once ~trike for the place of assembly at the hotel, and give the -_ warning. to_all others
' whom -they saw.
Landlord Larry, hearing the story cif Harding's fruitless search for the stranger, at once decided to order the
alarm sound ed without consulting Dr. Dick, who was
'· ·
not at his cabin,
So the bugler was called in, a11d, mounting a speedy

"l

horse, he placed the bugle to his lips, and loud, clear and
ringing resound ed the "rally.'"
Then he dashed from point to point at the full speed
of his horse, and within half an hour from half a _dozen
prominent positions, the bugle call assembling the miners
had rung out and men were hastening to obey the summons.
The bugle call sent the miners from every point hastening to the hotel, and within an· hour every man in Last
Chance had reported ~t the assembling point, all eager
to know the cause of the alarm.
Again Landlord Larry was the speaker, and he began
by asking if the unfortunate stranger,- whose wound had
crazed ·him, was in the crowd.
Every eye was at on.ce on the search for the man, but
soon the reports came that Bernard Brandon was not in
the crowd. ··
Then Landlord Larry made known tha(the mysterious
disappearance, at the time of Miss Seldon's capture by
the road-agents, was a coincidence so strange that it
·
needed explanation.
Miss Seldon was coming to Last Chance to find that
very young man, who had in turn come· there in· search of
her father, and now, when she was a capti.Ve to the roadagents, to be given up only upon the payment of . a large
ransom, the stranger had most mysteriously disappeared.•
The name of the young lady's .father was .Andrew ·Seldon, and if any miner present could tell aught regarding
him, or had known such a man, the landlord wished him
to come and tell him all that he could about him.
But it was the duty, and but justice, .for one and all of
them to set out on the search for the young stranger who
had disappeared from their midst, and · he wished to
know if they would not take a day off ;i.nd do so, for it
might be that he had fallen and broken bis leg, and was
then lying suffering and deserving their. sympathy and
aid, somewhere among the mountains ..
A perfect yell in answer to the request of Landlord
Larry told him that Bernard Brandon would be found
if he was in or near Last Chance, and so it was agreed
that all would start at dawn the following morning, many
mounted, many on foot, and report the result, if good or
'
bad, at the hotel at night.
So the miners' meeting broke up, and with th~ first
g ray in the East the following morn·ing, four-fifths of
Last Cha.nee were off, searching for the missing man.
As they w9re themselves out, or completed the search
over the circuit assigned them, the men came in and re·
.
ported at the hotel.
T oward sunset the men began to come in rapidly, and
each had the same story to tell, tl)at the search had been
a fruitl ess one.
1'.fany of the mounted men did not come ·in until after·
dark, but theirs was the same story, that no trace of the
missing stranger could be found .
At last every man who had been on the ·search had
returned, and not the slightest trace -of the missing Brandon had been discovered by a single one who had gone
•·''
out to look for him.
No one remembered to have seen him very lately, and
so his fate was t}.11solved, and the miners put it down as
unknown, with the belief that he had either been kidnaped
by road-agents or had fallen into some stream, or from a
cliff, and thus met his death.
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The belief of Landlord Larry and Harding was that
Bernard Brandon had been captured, for some reason, by
road-agents, and · this convinced them that there were
spies of the outlaws then dwelling in their midst; but
what the motiv:e for kidriaping the •man was they could
only conjecture, believing it to be ransom that they
thought the miners would pay, and, if they did not, that
Celeste Seldgp would.
This belief of spies in their midst caused a very unpleasant and uneasy feeling among all, for hardly any
man knew' whether he could trust his own comrade or
not. '
Doctor Dick can-re in late from his search and rounds
to visit his patients, and listened in silence to the report
that Bernard Bnwdon could not be found.
He, however, would not believe that road-agents had
kidnaped the crazed man, but said that he might have
sprung from the cliff and taken ·his own life, have fallen
over a precipice, or been devoured by the fierce mountain
wolves that hung in packs about the camps.
CHAPTER V.
THE OUTLAWS' CAPTIVE.

•

It was with a sinking heart that Celeste Seldon saw
Harding drive away upon the stage, leaving her in the
power of the road-agents.
But she was a brave girl, and determined to show the
outlaws that she did not fear them, no matter how great
her dread of them was in reality. .
The saddle and bridle she had brought with her were
carried along for a couple of miles, and placed upon a
led horse, one of half a score hidden there, and the
masked chief started to aid her to mount :
But she said, with a sneer:
"I need no assistance from you."
With this, she placed her hands upon the horn and
leaped lightly into the saddle.
Her leather trunk was then strapped securely upon a
pack-saddle, and the chief said :
"Now, Miss Sefdon, that you and my men are mounted,
we will start."
She turned her horse on the trail behind him, and th e
other outlaws followed, all riding in Indian file and with
several pack-horses bringing up the rear.
After a ride of a dozen miles, a halt was made for a
rest, the chief said, and then Celeste Seldon observed
tbat the hoofs of every horse were 'muffled, to prevent
their leaving a trail.
·
Having been left something over a couple of miles
. from the scene of the holding-up of the stage, it would
be next to impossible for the best of trailers to discover
which way the road-agents had come to the spot and left
it, for the chief's muffled-hoofed horse would leave no
track to where the other animals were.
·
Tired out and anxious, Celeste S.eldon, after eating
sparingly of ,the food given her by the chief, sat down
with her back to a tree, and, closing her eyes, dropped
into a deep sleep.
When she was awakened to continue the journey, she
foµnd that she had slept an hour.
"We are ready to go, miss," said the man who had
appeared to be the chief's, lieutenant, and whom he had

called ·wolf, whether because it was his real name, or on
account of his wolfish nature, Celeste did not know.
"I am ready," she said, simply, refreshed by her short
nap.
·
"Shall I aid you to mount, miss ?"
"No, I can mount without your aid, but where is youi:
chief?"
"He has gone on ahead, miss, to prepare for your comin?;, leaving me to escort you."
'I am content, for one is as bad as the other," was the
reply, and, leaping into her saddle again, she fell in
behind the man Wolf, and the march was again begun.
Night came on, but the outlaws rode on for an hour or
more, when they halted at a small spring in a thicket of

pinons.
Celeste was made more comfortable in a shelter of
boughs, hastily cut and thrown up, and when supper was
ready she ate heartily of antelope steak, cr~kcrs and
coffee.
She was rather glad to have got rid of the masked
chief, of whom she stood in the greatest awe, and Wolf
never spoke to. her unless she addressed some remark to
him.
\Vhen she lay down upon the blanket-bed, spread upon
fine straw, which he had made for her, she sank at once
to sleep.
She had no thought of escape enter her mind, for what
could she do there alone in that wild, trackless land?
She would bide her time and await the result, be it what
it might.
She was awakened early in 'the morning, and the march
was at once begun again, a halt being made a couple
of hours after for breakfast.
While it was being prepared she was allowed to wander at will, Wolf calling her only when it was ready, al,ld
thus showing that they had not the slightest idea that she
would do so foolish a thing as to escape from them, .to
perish in the wilderness or meet death by being attacked
by wild beasts.
Vvhen the start was again made, Wolf said :
"When we halt for our noon camp, miss, I will have
to blindfold you, and bind your hands. "
"Ah! you consider me very dangerous, then?" she
said, with a smile.
·
"You doubtless are dangerous, miss, in more ways than
one; but it is to prevent you seeing where we take you,
that you are to be blindfolded."
"Do you think I could guide a party after you?"
" You have the nerve k> do it, miss."
"But why bind my hands ?"
"To prevent your removing the bandage from your
eyes, miss."
" I will pledge you my word that I will not do so."
" I believe you would keep your word, miss ; but the
chief is a man who is mercile?s, and his orders were to
blindfold and bind you, and if I disobey he would shoot
me clown as though I were in reality a wo.lf."
"Perhaps not much loss, but I will submit," said
Celeste, with a sigh, for she had enjoyed the scenery, and
her freedom as well thus far, and now . must be ·both
blindfolded and bound.
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, CHAPTER VI.
ANDREW

SELDON.

Although unknown to every one, Andre\v Seldon, the
I father of Celeste Seldon, was still living in the fastnesses
I of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado.
The landslide which had fallen upon his cabin had not
touched him, as he and a companion miner, Lucas Langley, who was a partner in his mine, had escaped to another part of the great gorge.
Once, when Buffalo "Bill had tracked a band of outlaws Into the canyon, Andrew Seldon had aided him, killing two of the outlaws, although he himself had been
hidden from both parties in the fight. Buffalo Bill had
never discovered who his mysterious friend was, and
Andrew Seldon had made up his mind to leave the canyon
for the East, taking with him the gold he had mined.
The day before the one he intended to start on he had
gone on a long hunting expedition.
It was upon this hunting expedition that Andrew Seldon found himself belated from having pursued his game
much further than he had thought.
It was some miles back to camp and the stm had long
since ceased to send its rays down into the depths of the
mighty chasm of the Grand Canyon.
He started back, with his game swung upon his back, .
and the shadows rapidly deepening about him.
As he neared his old destroyed home he stopped suddenly, for across the canyon a light flashed before his
gaze.
·"It is a firelight, as sure as I live," he muttered.
"What does it-what can it mean?"
He stood like one dazed by the sight for some time,
and then slowly fell from his lips the words:
"It can mean but one thing-that some one has come
into the canyon."
After a moment more of silent thought, he said, almost
cheerily:
"Ah ! it is Lucas."
But again his voice changed, as he added:
"No; he dreads the spot where he was so. nearly buried
alive. and will not go them.
"\Nhoever it is, he is a stranger.
"I mus': know, for if they have come here to remain,
if they are our foes, we will be forewarned and hence
forearmed.
"I will at once solve the mystery, for I had hoped never
to behold a human face here other than Lucas Langley's
and my own," and the gold-hunter walked away in the
direction of the firelight which had so startled him.
Andrew Seldon went cautiously on his way toward the
strange light which had attracted his attention.
He knew well the danger. if he was discovered, and
the builders of the campfjre proved to be foes .
He knew the locality well, and that he could approach
within a hundred yards of the fire, and discover just what
there was to be seen.
Arriving within an eighth of a mile of the spot, he
halted, laid aside his game and rifle, and then moved
from rock to rock, tree to tree, armed only with his revolvers.
·
He now saw that there were three fires, two near together and one a couple of hundred feet apart and off to
itself.
·

•

The scene of the camp .was a small canyon near his
old home, and on the trail leading to it.
There was gold -in the canyon, for he had discovered
it there, and taken some away, while he had marked it .as
his claim, it having been already staked as one of the
finds and claims of the real Andrew Seldon.
In truth, there were a dozen such claims in the Grand
Ca1won found by Andrew Seldon, all of them paying
finds.
Having reached a point within a hundr.ed yards of the
campfires, Andrew Seldon leaned over a rock and began
to survey the scene.
·
The three fires were burning brightly, and beyond the
light fell upon a number of horses corraled in the canyon,
where there was grass and water.
There were brush shelters near, three in number, and
about the fires in front of them were gathered a number
0£ men.
Counting them; Andrew Seldon found that there were
eight in sight.
There appeared to be no guard kept, and the camp was
certainly not a very new one, apparently having been
made there several weeks before.
Emboldened by his discovery, the gold-hunter crept
nearer and nearer, and then could see that the men were
all masked.
This struck him as being a very remarkable circumstance, indeed.
They were clad like miners, some of them wear.ing
beads that came below their masks, and all were armed
thoroughly.
They were eating their supper as Andrew Seldon
looked at them.
Gaining a point of observation still neater, the goldhqnter obtained a view of the campfire apart from the
others.
A ·comfortable little cabin was just behind the fire, and
a rustic bench had been made near it.
A blanket hung over the door of the tiny cabin, and
about the fire was the evidence of a supper recently eaten,
for a cup, tin plate and knives, with the remains of a
meal, were 1pon a rock that served as a table.
Upon the rustic seat sat one whose presence there was
a great surprise to Andrew Seldon.
"By Heaven! it is a woman!" he almost cried aloud,
in his amazement.
Then he determined to get a still nearer view, and,
after surveying the position, he decided that he could do
so by passing around to the edge of the cliff and creeping along it to a point not sixty feet away.
As he, after very cautious work, reached the point he
~ought, some forty feet from the one at the campfire, gazing upon her, he muttered to himself.:
"It is a young and beautiful girl, and why is she here
with those strange men?
· '
"Who is she, and what is this mystery.?
"I must solve it."
He noted that the single fire was just around a bend
of the canyon, and that the men wer-e camped below her.
"This looks as though she was a prisoner.
"But how did they find this spot, and how dare they ·
venture down that dangerous trail ?
· "Well, I did it, Lucas Langley also, and Buffalo Bill
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and the comrade with him were two more to make the
venture, so why. not these men?
''B ut why are they masked, and what does it mean
thc.t they have that young girl in their midst ?
" Beyond doubt, she is a captive, and yet I dare not
communicate with her.
" It would betray my presence, and I would Jose all,
perhaps my life.
"They do not know of my presence here in the Grand
Canyon, and they will hardly find our camp, at least as
long as they find gold where they are.
" W ell, I will return to my home and tell Langley of my
·
strange discovery."
. After so musing, and gazing the while at the young
girl, Andrew Seldon was about to leave his position,
whei;i he saw a- horseman ride into the lower camp.
Hts horse seemed to have been hard ridden for he
came in with lowered head and that the newco:ner was
in authority there was _sho,; n by the men rising as h~ approached the fire, w h1le one of them took care of his
·
.
horse. · ..,..
" I wil( see what this arrival means," muttered Andrew
Seldon, and he kept his position among the rocks.
The man who had ri dden into camp gave some order
which Andrew Seldon could not hear, and one of ·thos~
about_ the campfire . at once set about preparing supper
for him.
There was upon his face a red mask, much as the others
wore, but he was dressed in· somewhat better style than
they,_ wearing cavalry boots instead of heavy ones, such
as his men had on, while his body dress was a velvet
jacket.
~i s hat was a slouch, encircled by a silver cord representmg a snake, as the gold-hunter disccvered when he
afterward got a closer view of him.
H e talked to his men for a few minutes but what he
•
said the gold-hunter was unable to hear. '
Then he walked away, coming in the direction of the
other fire.
"Now, I can know what this means, " muttered Andrew
·
Seldon, eagerly.
The youn g .girl had certainly seen the man arrive in
camp, but she nad shown no interest apparently in his
commg, and now, as he approached, she calmly remained
seated; .her eyes., however, following bis movements.
As .he drew near, he politely raised his sombrero, and
said:
" I hope I find Miss Seldon well?''
"Seldon! She bears my name," muttered the goldhunter, in intense surprise.
" Miss Seldon is as well as could be expected under
the existing circumstances, of being the captive of a
band of cutthroats ," was the cutting reply, and Andrew
Seldon, who hearc;l all, opened wide his eyes . .
" You are harsh in your terms, Miss Seldon."
"Are you not road-agents, robbers and murderers, and
are you not holding me here for ransom, after having
robbed me ot a large sum in my keeping ?"
"Yes, such is the case." .
"Then why wince under the name,,,of cutthroat ? But
you .1ave been away fo r some days?"
" I have."
"You have seen your chief?"
"I have."

ii

. "(
"And what message does he send ?"
"You are to go .with me at . dawn to the r endezvous
on the Overland Trail , where you are to be giyen over a
to the cne sent by the miners of L ast Cl)a'nce to pay yo.ur
[i
ransom. "
."I am glad of this, but will your chief keep faith, or
will he play the traitor for a third time, and escape giv- l
1
ing me up throug h some trick?"
"No ; fo r ir he did he would surely be run down, as he.
knows, by the miners, even if your life was the forfei t."
"I hope i~ may prove true that I am to be ransomed,
and I will be ready to go with you; but where is your
chief ?"
" H e is in the other camp."
"Then, he has two?"
"Yes."
"Am I to be blindfold ed and bound again ,\rhen you
are taking me from here ?"
" Such are his orders, Miss Seldon."
. " H e fears that I , a young girl, may lead a fo rce upon
·
his secret retreat ?"
"That is just what he fears, Miss Seldo.n ."
" I only wish I was able to do so."
_"Miss Seldon, may I speak a w9r d to you ?" suddenly
said the masked outlaw, drawing near.
''I believe there is no more to say, for I will be ready
·
at the hour you desire to start."
"There is m6re to say, and say it I will.
" I wist to tell you that I have been a very wicked
man, that I went to the bad when hardly out of my teens.
broke my mother's heart by my evil li fe, and ruined my
fat her fin ancially, driving him to suicide in his despair.
I came Vvest and tried to redeem the past by becoming
an honest miner ; but luck wen t against me, and I at last
turned once more to evil and fo und a band of outlaws .
Money came to me in plenty, and at last I drifted i 1to
the band that our chi ef commands, and, as you know I
am hi s lieutenant. H e fo und thi s mine, and sent us h~re
to ~o rk it, and have our retreat here also. Much gold is '
com11ig to us through our work, and, also by our holding
up the coaches cm th e Last Chance trail, fo r he posts us
wh ere to be on hancl for an attack, as we have what we
call the post office halfway between our camp and his.
\ Vhen he made you a p r~soner I felt for you, and as I
was · the one to hold . you captive and bring · you here, 1
g rew more and more fond of you, until now I must I
will tell you, that I love you with ·my whole heart a;1d
_
soul, Celeste Seldon. "
The Y?ung girl had not m ~ved du ring th ~ tini'e that the
outlaw lieutenant was sp~akm g, but now when he proclaimed hi s love fo r her, she arose, d rew herself up and
said, haughtily :
"And I , Celeste Seldon, abhor such love as you, an
outl aw, would feel fo r me, and command you not again
to speak one word to me while I am in the hateful atmosphere of your presence as your prisoner."
"Celeste Seldon I It was her name-mv daughter's
name-and-yet the Jetter Sa.id that she was d~ad ! . .
·
" I s this a coincjdence,. or is she alive?"
So m1:sed An~rew Seldon, as he crouched among the
r<;icks, his eyes n vete.d upon the girl not fifty feet from
him , an_d who so t oldly faced the outl aw officer who had
dared breathe to ·her a word cif love: H e had ncit seen· her
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"Do you know what became of the young man who
face since she was an infant, and yet he imagined he could
recognize the face of his daughter.
came West in search of him?"
The outlaw stood abashed at the manner in which his
"I had a letter mailed at W-- from him, stating that
he had heard of people at Last Chance who might tell him
vowal of love had been received.
There was no anger in his look, and he seemed hurt of my father, and tbat he was going there, and would at
once communicate with me.
rather than offended. .
"I had no other letter, and my communications reAfter Celeste Seldon's indignant response to him, he
half turned away, as though to retire in silence, but the'n mained unanswered, even my telegrams wired to Santa
reconsidered his detennination, and said, in a low tone, Fe and mailed there brought no response.
full of feeling :
"Then I decided to come out here myself, and I acted
"Pardon me, for I did wrong to think for a moment promptly."
that an angel would look kindly upon a devil.
"And you have not found the one you seek?"
"I loved you , and' I could not but tell you of it, for
"I have discovered that the coach in which he left
/you had decided me as to my own course; you had made W-- was held up by your band, that he was wounded,
me see my evil life as it is in all its enormity, and decide and that though he was placed under the care of one
to make another struggle to go back to honor and truth." known as Dr. Dick, and · really a fine ' surgeon, though
"This at least you deserve cTedit for, and I trust you his life was saved, his reason was gone, and now he is
may carry out your resolve, for in that you shall have wandering about the mines of Last Chance, a harmless
my full sympathy."
lunatic."
"Thank you, Miss Seldon; but I have wmething more
" He was, until lately."
to say to you."
"\tVhat do ' you mean?"
" \Vell , sir?"
" I mean that he was kidnaped several days ago."
"You are to be given up by the chief on the payment
"Kidnaped ?"
of your ransom ?"
"Yes, Miss Seldon."
"Yes."
"For what purpose?"
"I wish I could prevent this robbery, but I cannot, as
"Ransom."
it is simply beyond my power to do so."
"By whom?"
"I do not ask it o± you."
"My chief."
.
"Granted; but your being returned will not end it all."
"Ah! but what ransom can he get from him?"
"How do you mean ?"
"I believe you told the chief that you were rich, and
"You came here for an avowed purpose, as I under- this poor fellow is your messenger."
stand it?" 1
"I think I understand."
" I did, Mr. Wolf."
"Yes, you will be returned, and then negotiations will
"That purpose was to find one who had come West on be entered into for your messenger's ransom."
a special mission ?"
"Ah! I am to be still further robbed?" said Celeste',
"Granted again."
with a sneer.
" His mission was to find your fath er, Andrew Seldon."
"Yes, and that 1s not the end," came the significant
The listener, crouching among the rocks, started at reply.
this, and set his teeth hard, while he awaited the reply of
the young girl.
CHAPTER VII.
"Yes; he came to find my father, Andrew Seldon, who,
THE
THIRD DEMAND.
I had reason to believe, was in the mining country about
here."
There was something in the response of the outlaw
"You have not heard. of the young man who came at officer that impressed the young girl most strangely . •
your bidding?"
What more could there be in store for her, than she
"Let me say that he came of his own accord, know- had already passed through, which caused him to say that
ing that a great wrong had been done my father, by one the end was not yet ?
whom he believed his dearest friend.
The listener among the rocks kept his eyes riveted
" H e came to find him and tell him all the sad truth; upon the two, his ears turned to catch every word they
but why am I telling you all this?"
uttered.
"Because you know that I am interested, that I can
He now knew that the letter he had received, telling
aid you."
him, as Andrew Seldon, that Celeste-; the daughter, was
"Can you?" was the eager reply.
dead, was false, and a fraud perpetrated for some reason
"I can."
upon him.
"Do so and--"
"You say that the ransom of Bernard Brandon will
"And ,~;hat ?"
not be the end?" asked Celeste, after a moment of medita" I will reward you-generowily."
tion.
"I seek no reward, ask for none, would not accept any
'' It will not."
pay at your hands, other than to earn your good opinion
"What else can there be?"
and g ratitude."
"A great deal."
"Well, sir ?" said Celeste Seldon, coolly.
"What do you mean?"
"Have you found vour father?"
"There will be a third demand."
"I o; I regret to say I have not; but I was interrupted
"How?"
in my search by being captured by your robber chief." -.
"Upon you."
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"For what?"
"Gold."
"By whom?"
"The chief."
"What will the demand be for?"
"I'll tell you the truth, as I happen to know it, or
rather, suspect it, from what I do know, have seen and
heard."
"I hope that you will act squarely with me, M r. Wolf."
"Upon my life, I will, and, though I cannot help you
now, must even appear to be your foe, in the end I will
help you and prove to be your friend."
" I hope so."
"You ask what this third demand will be?"
"Yes."
"Will you ransom Bernard Brandon ?"
"Where is he?"
"A fugitive."
···'
"Where? "
"He will be in this camp to-morro w."
"Ah ! then I will see him ?"
"No; he will not arrive until after your departure ."
"I will await his coming."
"That cannot be, for I have orders to start with you
to be ransomed, and you are not supposed to know that
he has been captureJ. "
"But you have told me so."
"It was a confidential communication, and if you betray
me I can render you no further service, for my usefulness will be gone; in fact, I would be put to death."
"I will not betray you."
"Thank yo'u ; but let me say that Brandon will be
brought here, for two men now have him in charge, and
are on the trail here."
. "Yes."
"You will be ransomed, and then go to Last Chance.
There you will learn of Brandon' s mysterious disappearance, and a ransom will soon after be demanded of
him."
"Yes."
"You will pay it?"
"Of course, I will."
"What is it?"
~'Then comes the third trial."
"You will be captured !"
"Ah!"
"It is true."
~
"By whom?"
"The masked chief of the Cloven Hoofs of the Grand
Canyon of the Colorado."
"He will still hunt me down?"
"He will."
"Being forewa rned is being forearme d."
"Not in this case."
"Why so ?" ,
"He works in a most mysterious way, and do all you
.,1ay, you will be captured by him."
"And another ransom demanded ?"
"Yes."
" And so he will continue to rob me of my gold."
"fo this case the ransom will not ,be of gold."
" I do not understan d.".
"The ransom demande d will be your hand in marriage !"

Celeste uttered a cry of alarm, and started back wit!:
a look of horror upon her beautiful face.
th
She stood for a moment in silence, and then asked :
upon
demand
this
make
will
he
that
"Do you mean
la
me?"
one
by
you
upon
made
be
will
"I mean that the demand
h"
who will enforce it. '·
n' "Who?"
"That I cannot tell you, more I cannot say to you,
yet I will relieve your anxiety by saying that I will pro· ld)
tect you, cost whose life it may."
P
"You?"
"Yes, if you are again captured ; though, if I can pre· r
vent it, I will."
"But if I am?"
"It will end there, fo r then I will prove my reforma·
tion; I will protect you, and that poor fellow for whom
you will have to pay ransom.
"When I do, I believe I will be able to return your gold,
paid in ransom, to you agaii1.
. "But, whether I do or not, you will go your way free,
and Brandon also, and I will prove that you have r efonned me, that my loving you has made me a different
man.
Tow, I cannot, will not say more; but remember that
through all I will secretly be your fri end, though openly
appearing as your guard and enemy."
" I thank you, and I will trust you," and, stepping fo rward, Celeste Seldon held forth her hand.
The man put forth his own as thoug h to grasp it, then
hesitated, and said :
"No; I will prove my reformati on , my fri endship before I touch you with my crime-sta ined hand.
"I will call you at an early hour," and, turning abruptly, the outlaw lover of Celeste Seldon walked away.
Resumin g her seat, the young girl became lost in
thought, while Andrew Seldon, after gazing at her for a
few moments in silence, turned away from his hidingplace and crept cautiously back to where he had left his
game and rifle.
H e knew that his comrade would be most anx10us
about him, yet he determin ed to remain there for the
night, and see the departure in the morning.
He would then know just how many outlaws went with
Celeste Seldon as a guard, and how many remained .
So he made himself as comforta ble as possible and
sank to sleep.
He awoke an hour before dawn, and saw the campfires
burning brightly.
Creeping to the safest point of observation, from which
he could retreat unseen after daylig ht, should any of the
outlaws remain in their camp, he waited for developments.
He had not long to wait before he saw a party ap.
proachin g 011 horseback .
a
within
came
he
as
and,
lead,
the
in
one
was
There
few yards of where he fay, Andrew Seldon recog nized
the outlaw officer, Wolf.
He held a lariat in his hand that was attached to the
bit of the horse following, and upon which was mounted
Celeste Seldon.
In the dim g ray of earl y dawn Seldon saw that th e eyes
·of Celeste were blindfolded, and her hands rested in her
lap as though bound.
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Behind her came in single file five outlaws, and ljke
their leader, they were masked.
Bringing up the rear were a couple of pack-horses well
laden.
The party. passed on and then Andrew Seldon turned
his attention to the outlaw camp, in which several of the
men had been left.
Having discovered this, Seldon then crept cautiously
back, picked up his rifle and game and started off at a
double-quick for his own camp, anxious to relieve his
pard's anxiety regarding him, and to tell him all that he
had discovered.
A man of great endurance, he made a rapid run to
his home, and did not feel it in the least.
He fo und Lucas L angley just starting off on a search
for him, and the welcome he received was a sincere one.
"How glad I am to see you, Pard Seldon.
"Surely, you were not lost?" he said.
" No, ind eed; but have you any breakfast, for I am
as ravenous as a wolf, as I went without dinner and
supper yesterday, .and did not delay to cook anything
this morning."
"You shall have something in a iew minutes, so wash
up and I')l get it for you."
"And then we must have a talk," said Seldon, as he
went clown toward the little stream fo r a refreshing
plunge bath.
"He has had an adventure of some kind, I am sure,"
muttered Lucas Langley, as he threw a fine steak upon
the coals and put some fresh coffee in the pot.
Andrew Seldon's bath greatly refreshed him, and he
ate hi s breakfast qui etly, after which he said:
" We'll not go gold-hunting to-clay, pare\, for I have
somethin g to tell you."
"I feel that you have seen some one in the Gran4
Canyon."
"You are rig ht; I have."
'
"Are they here to stay?"
"Yes ; they think so."
" \.Yho are they?"
"They are masked men, outlaws , belonging, I feel sure,
to th e road-agent band I hea.rcl of when at W--."
"They go masked in camp?"
"They do."
"I-Iovv many?"
"There are, I think, nearly a dozen of them."
"T ell me of them, and where they are."
"They are camped in the blue cliff canyon near our old
home, an d are workin g the mine we marked as Number
Two on our map."
''They are here for gold, then?"
"Yes ; gold-diggers in their idle moments, and at other
times road-agents, making their retreat here where they
deem th emsel ves safe."
·'Thev did not see you ?"
" J\'o, ·indeed; but I got within fift y feet of one of their
campfi res, and where ~h ey held a captive."
" A h! a prisoner ?"
" Yes ."
" Did vou know him?"
" It was a young girl."
"The devils !"
"That is what thev are, indeed; but let me tell you
just what I discovered, overheard and saw."
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Then Andrew Seldon told the story as the reader is
acquainted with it, and in Lucas Langley he found a most
ready listener.
"Oh, that we could rescue that young girl!" said Lucas
Langley, when he had heard all.
"To make the attempt would be but to meet with signal failure now, Lucas."
"I fear so."
"Still, I will see that they are not left long to carry
on their work of deviltry."
"I am with you, heart and soul."
" I know that well, pard."
"But they will return the girl for the ransom demanded,
and then they will get .the amount they claim for the
young man they spoke of."
"Yes."
"This will take some days, and in that time I shall act."
"You?"
"Yes, they will lay their plans to kidnap the girl from
Last Chance, to carry out this scheme of the chief to
have his third demand come in, and right there I shall
thwart them."
"But how can you ?"
"I will start to-night for Fort Faraway."
"Will you go there?"
"Yes."
"You told me that there were reasons why you would
not go anywhere among those who mig ht recognize you."
"It is different now, and necessity demands that I take
the ri sk.
"I have changed greatly, for my long hair and beard,
my glasses and other changes completelv 'disguise me
from what I was, and so I will go to Fort Faraway."
.
"For what purpose ?"
"I wish to see Buffalo Bill and place these facts before him, for we can tell him where to find the outlaws'
secret retreat, and I believe that my daughter and the
young man can be saved, and every member of the robber
gang captured."
"It would be a g rand thing for you to do."
"Yes; it is just what 1 wish to do,. to render some
valuable service to the government. "
"When shall we start ?"
"I will start to-night, but you, pard, must remain here
in possession of our mines."
"As you wish, pard; but will you be gone long ?"
" Not a day longer than is ne~essary, panl."
"\i\T ell , success go with you," was Lucas Langley's response, and the two men began to make preparations for
the start of the one with in formation of where the retreat
of the outlaw band could be found .
Andrew Seldon did not care to take a. pack-horse, fear
he wish ed to make all the time possible, and when the
sun went down he was ready fo r the trail, and, with
Lucas Langley accompanying. him he started down the
canyon to steal by the robbers' camp.
Well suppli ed with food and ammunition, having plenty
of blankets along, for the nights were cold, and mounted
u;)Qn the best one t ~ their horses, {\.ndrew Seldon felt
ready to cope with whatever he mitS"ht have to encounter
in the way of hardships and clangers.
1\1 ufAers had been prepared for the hoofs of his horse,
that he mi ght leave 110 trail, and make no sound in p.assiriz the robber camp, while a muzzle was carriw :or the
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Dr. Dick had furnished a number of things to make
nose of the animal to prevent his neighing and thus bethe 'cabin attractive, and the miners that had any pretty
traying his presence to foes.
After crossing the narrow ridge, the muffiers and muz- robes, or souvenirs, did likewise until it would have been
zle were tied on and the two men stole along, leading the a callous heart indeed that would not be touched by their
devotion to one whom they had never seen.
horse, until they came in sight of the campfires.
The question of an attempt to capture the road-agents
But two were burning now, and about them only a
been fully discussed, but dismissed upon the advice
had
few men were visible.
The two men slipped by unseen with their horse, some of Landlord Larry, Dr. Dick and Harding, who repeighth of a mile distant from the camp, and having seen resented the danger that the young gi rl would be in at the
his pard in safety, Lucas Langley bade him farewell, with - hands of the merciless masked chief.
That Dr. Dick was the right man to send out with
mapy good wishes for his success, and started upon his
the ransom all felt assured, for if there was any trickery
return:
Mounting then, Andrew Seldon set off on his lonely on the part of the road-agents, he was the one to meet it.
Dr. Dick had even offered to go out upon horseback
and perilous mission.
but it was thought best that the coach should be
alone,
of
horse
his
stripped
He ascended the hazardous trail,
his trappings upon reaching the deadly cliff which he had sent for the visitor and Harding should drive, he having
to pass -around, and got safely by with the animal. Then met her.
The miners, however, arranged to meet her with a delehe brought his saddle and trappings around, led the .horse
at the entrance to the valley, and escort her to the
gation
for
off
set
mounting,
and,
to the top of the canyon rim,
hotel, when all not of the escort should receive her with
Fort Faraway.
By rapid riding, he reached the deserted camp soon shouts of welcome.
Every man was to be dressed in his best, and in honor
after midnight, and, dismounting, prepared to go into
the occasion the saloons were to be all closed, so that
of
camp.
There was the best of water and grass there, and to be no one would get off his base, and shock her.
When at last the day arrived, Harding mounted his
merciful to his horse, Andrew Seldon did not allow his
own feelings to cause him to camp elsewhere, when the box and gathered up his reins, Dr. Dick followin g to a
seat by his side a moment after.
animal would be the sufferer.
The bag containing the gold to be paid in ransom
Having watered his horse and staked him out to feed,
placed between their feet, Landlord Larry gave the
cold
was
his
ate
and
wicky-up
th-e
near
log
a
he sat down on
word to go, and the coach rolled a·way at a rapid pace,
s~pper quietly.
followed by the wildest cheering.
The doctor was fixed up in his most magnificent attire,
CHAPTER VIII. '
his jewels shone with more than accustomed luster and
TO WELCOME THE FAIR GUEST.
there was an expression upon his face that boded no good
The miners of Last Chance were too much excited over for the road-agents if they nieant treachery in their dealthe expected ransom of Celeste Seldon, ai:d the thought ings.
Harding was also rigged out in his fin est, and wore a
of soon having a young and beautiful girl in the mining
camps to devote themselves to steady work, after the pl eased look at the prospect of meeting Celeste again,
upon whom he considered that he held a special claim, and
situation was known to them.
underlying all was an anxiety that some hitch might
yet
Then, too, they were greatly disturbed at the mysterious disappearance of Bernard Brandon, the young man occur in gaining her release that would destroy all proswhose mind had been destroyed by his wound, and which pect of seeing her.
The coach had been cleaned up to look its best, and a
they could not comprehend, for not the slightest trace had
States flag floated from a staff fastened upon the
United
been found of him with all their searching.
T he fact that they had been robbed, and also Celeste rear.
The harnesses had been burnished up to look their best,
Seldon, was another disturbing element, and so it was
that little work was done in the mines during the time and red, white, and blue streamers had been attached to
following Harding's arrival and making known the story, the bridles, so that the whole outfit presented a very
and the day set for Dr. Dick to go out with the ran- gorgeous appearance, and one intended to impress the besom money for the young girl whom they all so longed holder with the grandeur o1 the occasion.
And so it was that Dr. Dick went out with the ranto welcome in their frontier home.
for Celeste Seldon, with Harding proud at holding
som
things
having
of
example
J...andlord L arry had set the
spruced up for her coming, and the miners had quickly the reins over the picked team that would take her back
followed his example, having put their cabins in better to Last Chance.
"Well, Dr. Dick, what do you think of our chances?"
condition.
Harding, when the - coach had turned out of
asked
his
for
built
having
was
landlord
the
A cabin which
own especial use, apart from the hotel, was hastened to the valley and was fairly started upon the trail to the
completio11, and then the very best the hotel could supply meeting with the masked road-agent chief.
"How do you mean our chances, Harding?"
was put in it as furniture, and to make it attractive to
"To get the young lady?"
the fair visitor, who was to be regarded as the guest of
"You were the one to make the terms."
,
Last Chance.
"True, and I fear treachery."
At last the eventful day arrived for the ransom to be
"What chance is there for it?"
paid, and the miners had all taken a peep into the quarters
"We have the money."
of Celeste Seldon to see how attractive it was.
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"Yes." .
"We are but two."
"Very true."
"They have the captive."
"Yes."
"And they can bring many against us."
"Also very true, Harding."
"Now, if the chief means treachery, and has his men
there, he can hold us up, get the ransom money, still keep
possession of the girl , and there it is."
"He might do so; but I hardly believe we need submit
to even half-a-dozen outlaws, where so much is at stake."
"I'm with yo11 . Doc, in whatever you say or do."
"I know that, Pard Hardi11g; but there is another way
to look at this affair."
"How is that?"
"If those road-agents were treacherous, as you seem
to fear, it would end in their utter annihilation."
"How so, Doc?"
"Why, the miners would send the alarm to W-- and
to Fort Faraway, and we would have that splendid fellow, Buffalo Bill, leading a column of soldiers on the hunt
for them from one point, another force would push out
from \V--, and a couple of hundred min ers from Last
Chance, and every outlaw in this part of the country
would be caught and hanged."
"I believe you are ri ght, Doc."
"I had not thoug ht of the result of treachery on their
part, for th ey would get the worst of it; no, I guess all
will go well." .
"I think so, and hope so sincerely," answered Dr.
Dick, and the coach rolled on in silence for some time,
when Harding asked:
"vVhat do you think of Brandon's disappearance, doctor?"
"I hardly know what to think, unless he has fallen from
some precipice and killed himself."
"I guess that is it; but now let me give you a warning,
Doc."
"Of what?"
"That young girl."
"\i\'hat have I to fear, pard ?"
"If you don't fall in love with her you are a 4ifferent
man from what I take you to be."
"You have been caught, I see."
"Yes, I'm gone, clean gone; but I guess that is all the·
good it will do me, for I suppose her lover is that poor
fellow Brandon."
"You only think her lovely just because she is the only
woman you have seen on the frontier. She is doubtless
as ugly as an old maid."
"Just wait and see her, and then say which of us is.
wrong," said Harding, with a confident smile.
As the coach turned around a cliff neith er Dr. Dick
or Harding saw that there was a man standing among
the pi11011s watching them.
He had, from his position, been able to see the coach
a mile away, as it wound along the valley, and he had
watched it as it approached with seemingly the deepest
interest.
H e stood erect, like a soldier on duty, one .hand resting
upon a repeating rifle, the other grasping a field glass,
which he had occasionally raised to his eyes and viewed
the coming stage.

He stood like a sentinel, and had been there for an
hour or more before the coach rolled into view.
A glance w.as sufficient to show that the silent sentinel
on the cliff was none other than Buffalo Bill, th e chief of
scouts.
He was dressed as was his wont, and back from the
cliff a couple of hundred yards, grazing upon th!'! ridge,
was his horse.
But, strai1 gest of all, the scout sentinel did not hail the
coach, did not make his presence known, but allowed it to
roll by, himself unseen, as though he wished to keep the
fact of his being there a secret, even from Dr. Dick and
Harding, his ally and spy.
As the coach drew near the rendezvous, appointed hy
the masked road-agef!t chief at the Dead Line, Harding
breathed hard with suppressed emotion.
He had really fallen in love with tne beautiful girl
whom he felt he was in a manner the protector of, and hJ
was most anxious as to the result.
Aside from his regard for Celeste Seldon, her unprotected condition wou,ld have won his deepest sympathy
under any circumstances.
Dr. Dick, on the other hand, was calm and silent.
He had the money demanded, and he had come to do
his duty, but was prepared to face all emergencies that
might arise.
At last the scene of the tragedies came in view, the
cross erected at the Dead Line was j ost before them, and
then Harding grasped the reins expecting a summons to
·
halt.
No one was visible in the pass, but that was no sign
that there was no one there, as Harding and Dr. Dick
well knew.
Just as the leaders reached the cross a voice called out:
"Halt!"
Hard went the foot of the driver upon the brake, and
his hands pulled the team to a sudden stop.
Dr. Dick instinctively dropped his hand upon his
revolver, but removed. it instantly and calmly awaited the
issue.
The coach having halted, the same voice called out :
"Is there any one inside the coach?"
"No one;'' answered Harding.
"If you lie to me, Harding, your life will be the forfeit."
"All right, so be it, sir; but Dr. Dick and I are all that
·
came."
"Who is following you ?"
"No one."
"Did none of the miners come out from Last Chance?"
"Not one."
"You are sure?"
"I am."
"If we are . attacked, both you and Dr. Dick sha11 die,
and if the force is large enough to press me hard, I shall
·
kill the girl."
"You need haye no fear of an attack; but I only wish
we dared make the attempt, for I would like to see every
one of you _hanged."
A laugh greeted this remark of tht; driver a~d once
again the unseen road-agent called out:
"Did you bring' the gold?"
"Did you bring the _young lady?"
"Answer my question, Barding."
"You answer mine."
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"I will reply \yhen I have had an answer."
" If you brought the young lady, as you pledged yourself to do, you can gef the ransom money ; but if you did
not, you will have to fight to get it."
"That is our trade; but the young lady is here."
''Then get her out of your vile company as quickly as
possible."
"Where's the money?"
Before Harding could reply Dr. Dick said, sternly :
"A truce to this nonsensical parleying.
· "I have tr;:! money and will pay it over when the young
lady is given into my charge: but not before.
" Where is she?"
The road-agent seemed impressed by the stern words
of Dr. Dick and responded :
" I will go and fetch her, while you turn your coach
around."
This Harding at once did, and coming to a halt again ,
Dr. Dick got down from the box, and the bag of gold
was handed to him by Harding.
There was a wait of a few minutes, and then out from
among the pines in the pass came a man, followed by
Celeste Seldon, a few feet behind him.
As she approached · the. spot she waved her hand to
Harding, and said, pleasantly :
"We meet again, my good fri end."
"And mighty glad am I that we do, miss.
" Permit me to introduce to you the boss man of Last
Chance, Dr. Dick, and he is here with the money to pay
your ransom."
Dr. Dick doffed his sombrero, bowed low, and then
stepped forward as Celeste held out her hand to him, and
said in his courtly way:
"I am happy in meeting Miss Seldon, and receiving
her in the name of the miners of Last Chance."
The outlaw who accompanied Celeste was masked completely, and his form enveloped in a black robe that effectually concealed it.
He stepped toward Dr. Dick, and said:
" You, sir, have the ransom money for the return of this
young lady?"
"I have gold. amounting to the sum demanded."
" See here, Doc, I don't see .;hy we should be robbed
by one man, so let us run him in, now we have the young
lady, and we will not have to pay the gold," and Harding
suddenly covered the outlaw with his revolver.
" No, no," cried Celeste.
"That will never do."
" No, Harding, we must keep faith with him, even if he
be a murderer and a thief.
" Put up your gun," said Dr. Dick.
The masked outlaw had not moved at the action of
Harding, but now said :
"Yoi1 wisely decide, Dr. Dick, for I am no fool to
be caught in a trap and I trust no man, so came prepared
to meet treachery if it was intend ed, and this young lady
will tell you that my men are within easy range, and you,
Harding, in covering me with your revolver took big
chances."
"I didn't believe you would come alone, and we were
fools to do so, for we could have fought it out right here,"
grumbled the driver, greatl y disappointed at his not carrying out his suddenly determined upon plan.

The road-agent then took the bag, opened it, ran over
the gold like one who knew its value, and then said:
" Yes, there' is the amount here, no more, no less.
"Ask Miss Seldon if she has not been treated with
marked respect."
· "I can but answer yes, for I have been; but am I not
to have my trunk and side-saddle?"
"Oh, yes, certainly," and the road:.agent gave a signal,
which was promptly answered by two men appearing in
the edge of the pines.
They wore long black robes and red masks also, . and
their appearance was proof that their leader had not come
alone. ,
" Bring the baggage belonging to this lady, and her
side-saddle and bridle also," called out the leader.
T he men disappeared and Dr. Dick asked :
"Do you expect to keep up your lawless acts much
longer without meeting the fate you deserve, Si r Outlaw ?"
"Yes, for the money I get is worth taking big chances
for, Dr. Dick, and gambler that you are, you never do
a better day's work than what sum this gold calls fo r."
"It is a long lane that has no tu rn, and the turn will
come fo r you some day," said H arding.
A light laugh beneath the mask was the answer, and
Celeste SeTdon's face wore a clouded expression Harding
was not slow to observe.
"Then I am free to go, sir ?" and Celeste turned to the
outlaw.
" You are, Miss Seldon," was the answer.
She turned to the coach and Dr. Dick aided her into
it, just as the two outlaws carrie up witf1 the small leather
trunk she had brought with her and her saddle and bn dle.
T aking the back seat Celeste leaned up in one corner,
as though fatigued, an d her baggage having been put on
top, Dick and Harding mounted to the box, the outlaws
attentively regarding th em througn the eyeholes in their
masks.
" Remember, pards, I still drive this trail," said the
driver, with an air of defiance as he gathered up the
rems.
"I won't fo rget, H arding; but I advise you to keep in
mind the story of the pitcher that went once too often to
the well, for right here some day you may meet your
fate."
" If I do you will not find me flinch from it," was the
plucky response, and the driver called to his horses and the
team moved on.
Looking back at tl1e bend, the driver and Dr . Dick
saw that the outlaws had already disappeared, while
Celeste Sel don, gazing back, also noted the same fact
.
and murmured to herself :
" What yet is befo re me, I wonder ?"
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vVhen the coach had got away from the D ead Line,
H:irding gave a deep sigh of relief, for the first time
feeling that Celeste was safe, and would not be retaken
by the outlaws .
" vVell , Doc, she's safe now. and we didn't lose our
,
scalps,". he said.
"It is a cause of congratulation all round, Harding."
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"Now, Dr. Dick, you have got to tell the young lady·
tbout the poor crazy fellow."
"Did you not tell her?"
"That his wound had crazed him, yes; but that is not
he worst of it."
"Ah, yes, you mean that he has been captured?"
"I cannot say that, Doc; but he has mysteriously disap,
•
eared."
"vVell, you wish me to break the news to her?"
"I do, for I can't tell her what I know will hurt her,
nd it won't clo for her to hear it from the men when she
rrives in Last Chance."
"I guesi you are right, pard, so draw up and I'll take a
seat inside the coach and tell her the news.
"Be very gentle, Doc, for I have an idea she loves that
'
young man ."
"I'll break it to her as gently as I can," was the reponse, and as Harding drew rein a moment after, Dr.
ick sprang down from the box and said :
"May I ride with you, Miss Seldon?"
"Certainly, sir, if you desire."
"I have something to talk to you about," said Dr.
Dick, as he entered the coach and took the front seat.
"I shall be glad to hear what you have to say, sir, and
I desire now to thank you for your vety great kindness
toward me, while you risked your life in coming ~:mt here
to serve me."
"Do not speak of it, Miss Seldon, for the miners all
hipped in and made up a purse for your ransom, while
hey are now anxiously awaiting your coming to give
rou a right royal welcome, for you will be the first lady
ho ever came to our camp."
"Indeed ! this will be an honor; but do you mean that
there are none of my sex there?"
" ot one, only rough men, but with noble hearts many
of them, so that you will be made to feel at once at home."
"How odd it will be, yet I have no hesitancy in going
there, l assure you,., and Celeste gazed into the face of
the man before her with both interest and admiration.
"Miss Seldon, what I most wished to say to you I fear
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will deeply pain you, " said Dr. Dick, after a pause.
"Let me hear it, sir, for I am becoming accustomed to
being pained of late," and Celeste was perfectly calm.
"l was told by Harding, the driver, that you were on
your way to Last Chance, to look up a friend who had
come here on a mission for you, and who you had feared
was in trouble?"
"Yes, and my fears were realized when I learned that
the coach in which he was a passenger had been held up,
I believe that is what you call it, by road-agents, and Mr.
Brandon was so severely wounded in the head that his
brain was turned ."
''Yes, but that is not all, Miss Seldon."
"Ah ! what else is there to tell ?"
"He was under my care fo r a long while, and I did all
that I could to restore his reason, except to perform an
operation for his relief, which I feared to risk."
"So Mr. Harding told me."
''\Vhen his bodily health was restored he left my cabin
and roamed about the camps up to a week ago, when he
most mysteriously disappeared.
''\Ve had all the miners out upon a search for him, did
all in our power to find him, but in vain, and what his
fate has been is only conjecture."
/

"And what is that-conjecture, Dr. Dick, for I ·believe
you are so called ?" .
"Yes, I am known to all solely as Dr. Dick; but let
me answer your question by replying that we believe the
poor fellow has lost his life by falling over a cliff."
"Such is not the case, sir," was the reply that startled
the doctor.
"Mr. Brandon is now a captive of the road-agents."
Dr. Dick gazed at Celeste Seldon in amazement.
"Do you know this, Miss Seldon, or is it only conjecture ·on your part?" he asked, when he had recovered
from his surprise.
He had come prepared to console, but instead had
found the young girl cool and with apparently knowledge
which he did not possess, regarding the man whom
Harding had said he believed was her lover.
"I know it, Dr. Dick."
"May I ask how?"
"I have just been a captive of the outlaws myself, and
in coming here from their secret retreat, we met two of
the road-agents with a prisoner.
"The leader had some talk with them, but though I at
once recognized Mr. Brandon I was not allowed to speak ·
·
with him."
"Did you request it?"
"Naturally."
"But were refused?"
"Yes."
"Was any reason given?"
"Simply that I would not be allowed to, and if I did
Mr. Brandon would not know me as he was crazy, while
they did not care to have me do so."
"Where was this, Miss Seldon?"
"A short distance after we left their retreat."
"Could you lead the way to their retreat?"
"No, for I was blindfolded and bou·n d miles before
reaching there."
"The outlaw chief did this?"
"He was not along, but it was done by his orders."
"Did you not speak to him of it?"

"I have not seen him since."
"Why, was not that the chief who gave you over
to-day?"
"1\o, sir."
"I certainly thought so."
"It was his lieutenant, who took me to the retreat and
back under his orders."
"And where is the chief?"
"At his other hiding-place, his men said."
"You were well treated, I hope, Miss Seldon?"
"\Vith perfect respect and consideration, sir, I am
happy to say, the only indignity being that I was blindfolded and had my hands bound in approaching and
leaving the outlaw retreat; but I suppose that was neces·
sary for the safety of the band."
"You certainly take it most coolly."
"\iVhy do otherwise, sir?"
"Do you know the motive of the road-agents in making
that poor crazy fellow a prisoner?"
''Monev."
"How -do you mean?"
"They doubtless captured his luggage and discoverea.
by it papers that went to show that a big ransom would
be paid fo r his release."
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"Ah ! they will demand a ransom for him, then ?"
"Assuredly."
"The miners will hardly pay it if it is a large sum."
·'
HI do not ask them to do so."
"You do not ?"
" No."
"\i\' ho will pay it, then?"
"I will."
"You?"
"Certainly."
"Pardon me, but you are a young girl, and- - "
"A rich one, nevertheless, Dr. Dick.
"I sent Mr. Brandon West on this mission, and he has
met with misfortune, and I will pay the ransom demanded, take him East and place him in the care of the
most eminent surgeons, that they may aid him if it is
possible. You, as a skilled surgeon, for such I have heard
you were, might tell me what you deem the chances are
for his recovery ?"
"Miss Seldon, the blow of that bullet caused an indenture of the skull, which might be operated upon and
successfully raised so as to restore his reason. The
chances are ninety-nine to a hundred against success, and
only the most skillful surgeon and nervy one could accomplish it if done."
"Thank you; the one chance in favor shall he taken,
for without reason one might as well be dead-yes, far
better."
_ "And you will stand all this expense?"
"Certainly, for it is my intention to pay back to the
miners every dollar they subscribed· for my ransom, for,
as I said, I have the means to do it and far more."
"You are a plucky woman, Miss Seldon; but see, we are
approaching the valley now .and you must prepare for a
welcome," and Dr. Dick called to Harding to come to a
halt.
Harding drew up prornptly.
He had heard the voices of the two within the stage,
yet not what was said, a!1d he was anxious to know how
Celeste took the news of the disappearance of the man
whom she had come to the Wild Western frontier to see.
"Do you mean that I shall mount to the box, sir?"
asked Celeste, in answer to what the doctor had said after
the coach halted.
"I do, Miss Seldon, for the men will wish to see you,
and within ten minutes more we will be in the valley."
"Of course I cannot refuse, sir," and Celeste sprang
out of the coach and mounted to the box, taking her seat
by the side of Harding, while Dr. Dick settled himself
upon her trunk upon the top of the coach."
"Now, miss, we'll make 'em hum," said Harding, and
he cracked his whip in a way that sent the tear!\ along at
·• ,.,
a splendid pace.
As they neared the turn into the valley Harding .took a
bugle, in lieu of a stage horn , and played in a skillful
manner the ringing notes of "Annie Laurie," intending
the sentiment to apply to Celeste, Dr. Dick from his
perch the while taking the reins.
The notes of the bugle ringing out the touching air
brought tears to the eyes of Celeste .Seldon, who, however,
was startled a moment after as the stage came in sight of
a hundred horsemen drawn up in two lines, one on either
side of the trail.
They were a wild, reckless looking Jot of rough riders,

but the cheer they gave when they saw Celeste on the
'
box came from their hearts.
Their hats were doffed, and as the yells burst from th•~··
lips they closed in behind the coach four abreast and came
dashing along as an escort.
Celeste wa'\ed her handkerchief vigorously, her bea utiful lips quivering, her eyes swimming with the emotion
that almost overwhelmed her.
"Three cheers for the Lady of Last Chance," came in
the deep voice of Dr. Dick from the top of the coach,
and they were given with savage earnestness.
Along clashed the coach, Harding lashing his horses
into a run and driving with marvelous skill, while behind
them thundered th e hundred horsemen yelling like
demons in their glad welcome to the first lady to visit
their wild camp.
Celeste saw the cabins along the canyon valley, perched
here and there upon th e hills, and at last discovered
the group of buildings that marked the settlement the
miners were pleased to call the "City" of Last Chance.
Gathered there was a vast crowd of men, and when
the stage came in sight and three persons were seen on
top, with the mounted escort hastening after, the yells of
welcome began.
The roar floated clown tlie valley, and reached the ears
of Celeste Seldon, and she muttered in a low tone: •
"How kind they all are."
"They mean it, miss," said Harding, and he felt just
pride in his frontier home at tHe reception, and the manner in which Celeste received it greatly pleased him.
"This is indeed a welcome to be proud of, and never can
.
I forget it."
On •flew the horses, and up the hill they dashed to at
last come to a halt before the hotel.
The din was now terrific, for the voices of the horsemen joined in with the miners about the hotel, who, with
one accord drew their revolvers and began to empty them
in the air.
As there were hundreds of miners and all ·were armed
with a couple of revolvers each, the rattling of the fusillade may be imagined.
Celeste bowed ri ght and left, waving her handkerchief,
until Landlord Larry aided her to dismount and led her
into the hotel, and the welcome was at an end.
CHAPTER X.
THE COUNCIL.

Celeste Seldon was not one to put on airs.
She bad been well reared, was refined, lovable- by nature, plucky enoug h for a man, fo r she had the heart and
will to do and dare anything where duty called, and yet
she was as simple as a child by nature.
She was deeply touched by the reception she had received, and in glancing about, when slie saw only a wildlooking set of men, rude log cabins and an air of the far
frontier pervading all, she knew that it was just what she
must expect to see and find, and she at once adapted herself to circumstances.
She was escorted by Landlord Larry to her cabin,
Harding himself bringing her trunk and another miner
her saddle and bridle.
The appearance of the cabin revealed to her at a glance
how much had been done to make her comfortable, and
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I,1f ' she praised the neat qnarters and expressed the greatest
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' your father?"
"Of
" You knew him?"
"Yes, for though my senior in years we were devoted
friends."
"Have you seen him since coming West?"
" I have not; but let me tell you that, when on a. scout
with Buffalo Bill, the latter was rescued by a person who
was alone, and on his way to W--.
"The scout had with him a prisoner, a deserter from
the army and a murderer, who had been taken here in
Last Chance, and he was taking him a prisoner to Fort
Faraway, when he was attacked by a desperado by the
name of Headlight Joe and his gang.
"\i\Tith his horse shot and falling upon him, Buffalo
Bill would have been killed and his prisoner rescued, but
fo r the coming of the horseman referred to, and who put
the outlaws to flight.
"He gave the name of Andrew Seldon, said nothing as
to why he was in that part of the country or where· he
lived, and went on his way.
" When I came up with Buffalo Bill and heard his story
of his rescue, and the name of his rescuer, it at once recalled my old-time friend, and with the scout as my companion we later sought to find him.
"'vVe trailed him to his home, where he had dwelt with
one other comrade, and they were missing together."
"And where was that, sir?"
" In the Grand Canyon of the C9loraclo, Miss Seldon."
"And you fo und him ?" eagerly asked Celeste, while the
landlord and Harding gazed at her with deepest sympathy
at what they felt she must hear.
"VI/ e found 11is house, or rather the wreck of it, for,
mining under a cliff a thousand feet in height, it had
caved in upon them, burying them beneath a mountain of
red sandstone."
Celeste shuddered and covered her face with her hands,
but very quickly regained her composure and said:
"Are you sure that my father was in the mine when it
caved in ?"
"I am very sure, j\,1fiss Seldon, that both he and his
comrade were.
"We, the scout and myself, were camped in the canyon
and heard the cave-in, and it felt like
mighty earthquake, and was at night.
"\i\T e made a thorough search the next clay, but could
not find any trace of a human being, and t~eir horses
shared the same fate, with a dog also, which we heard
barking that ·same night.
"Yes, there is no doubt of your father's fate."
"I thank you, Dr. Dick, for your telling me all; but,
I. must see Buffalo Bill, the famous scout, and ask him to
guide me to the fatal spot, the scene of my father's lone
life in these wilds, and of his death,'' said Celeste, in a
low tone toot revealed how deeply she felt her father's
fate.

atisfaction in her surroundings.
When she went over to the hotel to dinner the whole
crowd of miners there rose at her entrance, and every hat
was doffed and placed beneath the bench on which the
men sat, for hat-racks were not one of the luxuries of the
Last Chance Hotel, and a miner would as soon have
thought of parting with his pistols as his head covering.
At his own table; where sat besides himself Dr. Dick
and Harding, Landlord Larry placed Celeste Seldon, and
she was given the best the house afforded, and expressed
herself as being treated far more kindly than · she had
the slightest anticipation of.
The meal concluded, Celeste said that she would like
to consult with the three she regarded as her immediate
protectors, the landlord, Dr. Dick and Harding.
So the three met her in the landlord's p1!ivate office and
Celeste at once sai d :
"I wish first to thank all of my kind friends here
through you, gentlemen, for the very generous manner
in which you have received and treated me here. I know
that the ransom money demanded for my release was
quickl y raised by the people here, you three being particularly generous; but I desire to say that I have the
money to pay you back, and will do so."
"No, no, under no circumstances, Miss Seldon," said
Dr. Dick, eagerly, and the others chimed in with him.
But Celeste was fir m in her determination, and said:
" I have no claim upon you, and besides, I am very well
off, so I shall insist, and La1i dlorcl Larry, I wil~ give you
. a draft for the amount upon an Eastern bank, and for
more, as there will be another demand upon. me, in the
amount to ransom the one who came here for me, Mr.
Bernard Brandon~"
"Do you . believe a ransom will be demanded for him,
Miss Seldon?" asked Dr. Dick ..
"Certainly; for why else was he taken ?"
"I cannot see what ransom the outlaws expected to get
through him."
:'When he was wounded they captured certain papers
he had in his possession, and these proved that he had
friends who were able and willi1~ to pay for his release."
" Under such circumstances, then, the kiclnaping of the
poor- fellow might have been made," Dr. Dick said.
" Yes, I am sure that such was the case."
" But will \YOU pay his ransom, Miss Seldon?"
"\.Vhy not, Lancllorcl Larry?"
" I think," said Dr. Dick, "that as you came to visit
Last Chance, we, the dwellers here, should be responsible
and pay these ransoms."
" So say I," put in Harding, quickly.
"And I agree with you," added the landlord.
" Under no circumstances will I hear to it, for I will pay
all, my own and the ransom of Mr. Brandon, so please
send the draft through for the money, Landiord Larry,
and while here I will take steps to find out all I can regarding my father, who was last heard of in this part of
the country."
CHAPTER XI.
"Miss Seldon, I can tell you what you must know
THE
SECRET CAMP.
sooner or later about your father, who, let me say, was
al so my fri end,' said Dr. Dick.
Buffalo Bill, in his hiding-place, from which he saw
Celeste nerved herself to bear the worst, and asked, the coach carrying the mon ey for Celeste Seldon's rancalmlv:
som pass, stood for some time in silent meditation, after
"'<Vhat have you to tell me, Dr. Dick ?"
the coach had disappeared, and then, shouldering his rifle,
t
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off over the mountains with an evident purpose in

A walk of some ten miles brought him to a secluded
nook in the ii10untalns, a perfect basin, a dozen acres in
size, heavily wooded, with plenty of grass and water.
A narrow pass, not twenty feet in width, was the only
eritran,ce to the basin, and this was securely fastened up
with long poles.
Over this he clambered, and as he walked into the
basin a couple of horses feeding there greeted him with a
welcoming neigh.
In the further end, among the pines, was a brush cabin,
and in 'it were blankets and a camping outfit, with saddle,
pack-saddle and bridles.
Buffalo Bill proceeded to build a fire and cook dinner,
after which he caught one of his horses, saddled him, and
strapped on some blankets and a bag of provisions.
Leading the horse out of the basin, he replaced the
barrier securely, so that the other animal could not get
out, and mounting, started off for the fort .
As he rode along he muttered to himself :
"I can do nothing alone, I feel certain, and by this time
the one man whose aid I can best depend upon is at the
•
fort, a,rtd' he will gladly return with me."
P ressing on at a steady gait, he did not halt until some
time_after nightfall, did not build a fire, but ate a cold supp·er, staked his horse out, rolled up in his blankets and was
soon fast asleep.
He rose early and the coming day found him several
miles on his way from his night camp.
About eight o'clock he halted, built a fire, broiled the
steak of an antelope he had killed, which he ate with some
crackers and bacon, his horse faring well on the grass
near by.
, A .rest of an hour and a half and he was again in the
saddle, keeping up the same steady gait until noon, when
another halt was made for a couple of hours.
On through the afternoon he urged his · horse once
mbt e, halting only after nightfall.
But two hours before daybreak he 'was in the saddle,
and now his horse W!J.S pushed more rapidly forward, as
though a long rest lay not very far ahead.
It was two hours before ·noon when the worn-out horse
.Pr_icked .up .his ears as h.e saw a~ead a flag fluttering in
the skies a mile ahead.
~n throu15h the stockade gate of Fort Faraway rode
Buffalo Bill, and he asked to be at once taken to the
quarters of. the commanding officer, where he was welcome.
He told Major Randall of the robberies on the coaches
an said that he had men watching the roads from a
secret camp.
"That means you are on the right trail to bag those
road-agents?"
"Yes, sir."
"They appear to be well handled?"
"They are, sir, for their chief is a man of reniarkable
pluck, cunning and skill, and he handles them in a mas·
terly manner."
"Who is he?"
" I don't believe his own men could tell you, sir, for he
goes masked, and robed in black, even covering up I is
horse from ears to tail."
"That is strange."

"It is the safest plan, sir."
"And who is driving now?"
"Harding, sir, the scout."
"A fine fellow; but I fear he will be killed as driver on
that trail."
"I hope not, sir, and he has esoaped splendidly throug h
great dangers thus far."
"Well, what will be your plans now?"
"I have been hanging on the trail, sir, since · my mysterious disappearance as Old Huckleberry, and have been
hovering about the Death Line taking notes and seeing
what I could discover.
"I have a camp in a basin in the mountain range, and
there I left my pack-horse and outfit while I came here."
"You have something to report to me, then?"
"No, sir, not particularly, though I came for a pur·
pose."
"And that purpose, Cody?"
"I was aware, sir, that Surgeon Frank Powell was coming to the fort, to relieve Dr. Dey, and tha·_ his duties
as surgeon woul d not begin for some weeks yet.
"As we have been on so many scouting expeditions together, and Dr. Powell is a regiment in hi mself, I
wanted him to go back with me and unearth th ese roadagents, following their trail to the very end."
"You could have no one better; what do you say,
Powell?" said the maj or to the surgeon scout who was
presen t at the interview.
"How could I refuse, major, after Bill 's most flattering
remarks about what I can do, and which prove he has
Irish blood in his veins."
"Ah, I knew that you would go, Frank," responded
Cody.
"Of course I will, and am ready when you say th e
word, only I must ask Major Randa ll fo r a leave, should
we not accomplish our purpose befo re I am ordered for
duty here."
"That will be all right, Powell ; but when will you
start, Cody, for Dr. Powell will have to first relieve
Dr. Dey, as that would be the best plan, and then go,
leavin~ his assistant surgeon in charge."
" It is for you to decide, maj or."
"Very well, say in just ten days from now ."
"All right, sir; but, after a· couple of days' rest I had
better return to my basin camp, and be on the watch, and
I can t.ell Surgeon Powell just where I will meet him upon
a certai!1 elate."
"You know best, Cody; but do not ventur e much until
Pow ell joins )"'JU, fo r well r know what a team you two
make together."
"I feel certain, ·sir, th at together we can nm down
these masked marauders," was the confident reply of Buffalo Dill, and when he wen t to his quarters soon after,
Surgeon P owell accompanied him, for the two were the
fas test of fri ends.
CIIAPTER XII .
TJl E DRIVER'S LETTER .

After several days' stay at the fort Buffalo Bill started
upon his retu rn to his secret camp near Last Chance trai l.
He carried with him another pack-horse, well lad en
with bedding and supplies, for the weather was grow ing
stead ily colder. and winter would soon be upon the land.
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He knew that little snow generally fell as far down as
the Last Chance trail, but it would be well to be prepared
for any emergency, and as the coaches ran through the
winter, the road-agents would by no means take a . rest
from their heinous work.
Riding leisurely on the back trail, not caring to push
his horses too hard, Buffalo Bill reached his basin-camp
in the mountains on the third day, and the animal he left
there pranced like a colt at seeing him come back.
His first work was to make his quarters mo:-e secure
and comfortable, and this took him a day, and the following, having strengthened the barrier in the pass, to prevent his horses from breaking out, he started off on foot
for the W-- and Last Chance stage trail.
He would not ride, as he did not wish his trail to be
seen by any prowlilJg road-agents, and on foot he could
accomplish more and be concealed far better than if he
had gone mounted.
Before parting with Surgeon Frank Powell at the fort,
Buffalo Bill had drawn a map of the country, marking ·
the trail the Surgeon Scout was to follow, and also just
·
where he was to meet him.
After a long scout of a mile he suddenly came upon a
·
spot where there were the tracks of a horse visible.
These were followed a mile furthe r, and the scout saw
that the ground was trampled down, but not by hoofs.
The track he had followed thus far had been that of
one hoof only, show ing that tl;e other three had been
muffled, but one had lost its covering.
The trampled grass and ground revealed that the
horses had been left there, and all had had their hoofs
muffled in some way.
But the keen eyes of the scout picked up the trail and
he followed it quite rapidly until he came to a small
stream.
"There were eig ht horses along, as their tracks show
here, hi.it how many men I do not know.
"\Vhen they have gone some miles further they will
remove the muffles from their horses' hoofs, and then the
trail will be easy to follow, and it now looks to me as
though I will be able to track them to their retreat, and
that means the end.
"But ni ght is coming on, and this is just the place for
me to branch off and go to my own ·camp, following the
trail to-m9rrow on horseback."
CHAPTER XIII.
ON THE TRA IL OF THE CLOVEN HOOFS.

Buffalo Bill quickly decided what course he would
pursue.
He wciuld walk to his camp, get some provisions and
an increased outfit, return there for the balan ce of the
night and go into camp, so as to make an early start in the
morning directly on the trai l.
So he set out at a rapid walk and within three hours'
time had reached his basin-camp.
He quickly set to work to look up some .provisions and
get ready for his trail, and in an hour was ready to start,
mounted upon his best horse.
lt was after midnight when he reached hi s campingplace, but he was soon asleep, wrapped snugly in his blankets, while his horse was resting and feeding.
vVith the breaking of dawn he was up and ready to
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start, and a few miles away discovered tne spot where
the outlaws had removed the muffles from the hoofs of
their horses.
From there on he felt no further anxiety about the trail,
so cooked his breakfast, ate it leisurely and again started
on his way.
He understood now thoroughly why the outlaws had
left no trails going to and coming from the Dead Line
and other points on the Overland trail.
The muffled hoofs of the horses explained this, and
they stuck to their determination to leave no tracks
until they got far away from the scene of their evil deeds.
Buffalo Bill did not believe that he would have to go
very far from the Dead Line before he found their
retreat, and was expecting to find out where they were in
hiding within half-a-clay's ride from his starting point.
But noon came, and still the trail led him on.
•
He had plenty of time, so did not hurry.
He could do nothing alone, other than to discover the
retreat, and then he would make for his rendezvous with
the surgeon scout, and together they would plan their
future movements.
But night came and found him still on the trail.
lle was compelled to go into camp, for he could not
follow it by night, and he soon made himself comfortable.
Again he started after daybreak, and a ride of several '
,
hours caused him to say:
"This trail is surely leading direct to the Grand Canyon of the Colorado.
"Can they have soug ht that weird land for a retreat?yet, why not, for no safer on~ could be found."
Within an hour more he felt that the country had a
familiar look, and he was not long in discovering, upon
riding a few miles further, that he had .ridden right along
there with Dr. Dick when on the trail of Andrew Seldon.
don.
Suddenly he came upon the grand vista of the canyon
and at once drew rein.
There before him was the mighty view that had so impressed him on his former visit, and he knew that the
outlaws must have found a retreat in the depths somewhere of the Grand Canyon.
Not daring to go further on horseback he rode off the
trail to fin.d a hiding-place for his horse, and after a short
search discovered a littie glen where he felt that he would
be safe, unless his trail was discovered and he was tracked
there.
There was a pool of water in one end, and grass about
it, so he staked his horse out, feeling that he could at least
subsist comfortably there for a couple of days, should
he be kept away that long.
Hiding his sac\c\le and bridl~ he set out on foot, with a
couple of blankets strapped on his back, his bag of provisions, rifle, lasso and belt of arms .
He went back to the trail and again took it up where
he had left it to hide his horse.
Every step forward now was one of caution, for the
country was open in places, and he did not know what
moment he might come upon a party of outlaws and have
to fight for his life.
But he reached the rim of the canyon by dark, and a
short search revealed to him that the trail clown into the
depths of the tremendous chasm had been discovered also
by the road-agents, and their tracks led clown into it.

•
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The night passed with a cold supper and breakfast, and
then )1e set off on foot down the dizzy pathway leading to
the bottom of the canyon, for now he felt sure that he
would discover the lair of the outlaws, and that done, and
his own presence unknown to them, he could arrange for
an attack upon them at his leisure.
CHAPTER XIV.
THE MINER'S MISSION.

The gold-hunter, Andrew Seldon, rode on his way from
his retreat in the canyon, determined to return to Fort
Faraway and report the presence in the Grand Canyon of
the masked outlaw band.
it was upon striking out for Fort Faraway that he suddenly drew his horse to a halt as he saw a dust far ahead.
The dust was approaching him, and it was made by
horses Grossing a sandy part of the country before him.
Out of the dust suddenly emerged a horseman, and
l>ehind him followed a pack animal.
Hidden in a cl~p of timber Andrew Seldon saw that
it was a white man, and that the trail he was following
would bring him near his position.
"I believe that it is Buffalo Bill," he muttered, as he
saw tbat the horseman was clad in buckskin and wore his
hair long.
..
But as he came nearer he said, eagerly:
"It is the Surgeon Scout-Dr. Frank Powell!'
The coming horseman eyed the timber carefully as he
approached.
Something had evidently made him suspicious of danger there, and, turning to the left he was about to flank it,
when Andrew Seldon rode into view and waved his hat.
Then he rode forward once more, but cautiously, for
the chances were that the man he saw might be a foe, he
well knew.
But Andrew Seldon raised his hands above his head
as a token of peace, and Surgeon Powell rode straight
toward him.
"i dare not let him know who I am , though I would
trust him, heaven knows.
''He knows me as well as any man, and I'll see how I
stand the test of his piercing eyes," muttered the goldhunter, and as the Surgeon Scout drew nearer he called
out:
·
"Are you Euffalo Bill, sir?"
"No, I am Surgeon Powell of the army."
' "I see now, sir,.that you are not Buffalo Bill, for I
met him once when he was in a tight place with roadagents.
"Are you from Fort Faraway, sir?"
"I a1n."
"I was on my way there to see Buffalo Bill, when I
say you coming, sir."
• "And I am on my way to seek Buffalo Bill, for I
have an appointment to meet him not many miles from
here. at a deserted camp, where there is a grave."
· "I know it well, sir, for I made the grave, and I stopped there last night."
· "You 'made what grave ?"
"The grave of Black Heart Bill, the desperado, who is
buri~d tP,ere."
"You killed him, you mean?"
"I 'did, sir, for he had wronged me greatly."

"Who are you, may I ask ?"
"My name is Andrew Seldon, sir, and I am a miner."
"It seems to me that Buffalo Bill has spoken to me of
you.;'
"Yes, sir."
''But Cody believes you to be dead."
"How so, sir?"
"He wished to find you, so trq.cked you into the Grand
Canyon, to find your horse buried beneath a fallen cliff,
and he tl'ought you were benfat h it all."
"No, sir; I escaped; but as you are going to seek Buffalo Bill may I join you?"
"You may," was the reply.
"You may join me, Mr. Seldon, and I shall be glad
to have your company," repeated Surgeon Powell, as he
rode along by the side of the gold-hunter.
"I will be your guide to the deserted camp, sir, but do
you expect to find Mr. Cody there?"
''I hope so, but should he not be I phall await him."
"I am glad to hear you say that, sir, for I am most
anxious to see him, and I will tell you why."
"If you care to."
"I know your secret, Surgeon Powell, and am delighted
to feel that I will have your aid as well as Buffalo Bill's
in what I wish to do."
"And what do you wish to do, Mr. Seldon?"
"I will have to ask you to keep my secret, sir."
"I will do so."
"Well, Surgeon Powell, I am a miner, and I strolled
into the Grand Canyon of the Colorado in my prospecting
tours, and there discovered several rich gold claims.
"While I was away at W-- to get provisions, my partner heard the cliff above our camp cracking, and so
moved away up the canyon to another mine we had.
"He was just in time to save his life, for the cliff fell,
and Buffalo Bill \yas in the valley that night with a comrade and heard the terrific roar of the falling cliff.
"They believed that my comrade and myself were
buried beneath the mountain of rock, but we were gazing
at them the while and watched them ride ~way.
"Some time after I found that others had come into
the canyon, and I discovered that it was a camp of outlaws, while more still, I saw that they had a female captive.
"I crept near enough at night to hear and see all, and
I saw a young and beautiful girl, and the outlaw lieutenant held her a captive for his chief, until a large ran- '
som was paid for her by the miners of Last Chance.
"I at once decided to act, and having seen them start
with her fo give up for ransom, I came on my way to
find Buffalo Bill and guide him to the retreat of the outlaws.
"That young girl, sir, gave the name of Celeste Seldon,
so is my daughter.
"Now, Surgeon Powell, you have my story, and my
comrade is in my camp, awaiting my return!"
Frank Powell was greatly impressed with the story of
the gold-hunter, to which he had listened with the deepest
attention.
After he had heard all he said :
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"My dear pard, you have made ~ very valuable discovery indeed, and Buffalo Bill will ' be only too 'glad to
have you guide him to the outlaw camp, for that is his
mission and mine here.
"I sincerely hope that your daughter will tie given ·up
in safety to the miners, and that her ransom; will be 'r ecovered."
"She will be given up in safety, siE,. I ·am certain, for
I have perfect confidence in the outlaw lieutenant, who
told his story to Celeste, and I only ask that he may not
share the fate of the other outlaws," and the gold hunter
made known what had occurred p_etween Wolf and ·
Celeste, and Dr. Powell replied:
'"I 'agree with" you, and if he acts squarely toward Miss
Seldon, I will urge that he be allowed to go free, · when
his. comrades are to hang."
When the Surgeon Scout was g uided to the . deserted
camp by Andrew Seldon, he at once .:.saw that Buffalo
BiH had not reached there.
But there he was to wait for him, and so the horses
were staked out a.nd the two made themselves at home
there.
Dr. Powell went to have a look at the grave of
Black Heart Bill, an outlaw who had once attacked Buf-·
falo Bill and had been killed, and tl1e inscription upon the
wliite bark of the aspen tree, and said, as he read the
name:
"Hug h Mayhew was his name."
"Yes, sir."
"There was a Sergeant Manton l\1ayhew killed at Fort
Faraway by Sergeant \ i\T allace \Veston, who was sentenced to be shot for the deed, but escaped the very moment of his execution.' 1
"\Vas he ever captured, sir ?"
"Poor fellow, he went to an even worse fate than
being shot, for he wandered into the desert and died of
starvation there.
"I know tha:t he was g uilty of killing Manton. Mayhew,
but I am sure he had some g rave reason fo r so doing,
but which he would . never make known.
"He was a splendid soldier, brave and true1 and he
would have been commissioned had not that sad affair
occurred."
"Did he give no reason for his act, sir?"
"None ; he simply accepted his fate, though i ~ was said
to clear hi mself he would have to compromise others, and
·
this he would not do."
,
·"Poor · fellow !"
."Yes, ·r often think of his sad fate."
.An antelope was killed that afternoon, and after enjoying a good supper the surgeon and the gold-huI?t_er
lighted their pipes and sat down for a tqH<, both anxiously'
awaiting the coming of Buf!alo Bill.
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After sitting in silence for some minutes the gold~hun 1
ter said:
"Surgeon Powell, you were speaking of Wallace Wes~
·
ton to-day?"
"Yes."
"You may have noted that the name of Mayhew is
upon yonder aspen tree?"
"And referred to the fact."
"I put it there."
"Yes."
"Then I knew who Black Heart Bill was."
"That is so."
"I had not thought of that."
"He was tl~e brother of Manton Mayhew, th'e sergeant.'; ·
·
'
"Indeed!"
"Yes, sir."
"You kne.w Sergeant Mayhew, then?'~
"Intimately, for we were boys together.''
"Ah! tell me of him." ·
"'vVe lived near each other, sir, and Manton Mayhew
was my rival at school, and also for the ,love of a pretty
"
gi rl whom I idolized.
" He did all in his power to ruin , me, and when I obtained a position in a bank, where he also was a 'clerk, he ··
did wreck my life, for I was accused of robbery, ·and
worse still of murdering the watchman, who caught me in
the act.
"I would surely have been hanged but for the girl I
spoke of, who forced me to· fly_for _i:r1y life, aiding me to
escape.
" I fled, . to prove my innocence, and became a wan·
derer. .
"Then I received a letter from the woman I loved,
telling me that; she had discovered that I really was a
thief and murde'rer, and that she abhorred where. she had '
loved me.
"And more, when, in my desp_air Lwrote to one -who
had been my friend to hear from home, I was told that
Manton Mayhew hacl been the means of ruining my fath.er
financially, and the l?low l1ad driven him to suicide, while
my poor mother, heart-broken, had died soon after my
flight.
"Nor was this all, for Hug h Mayhyw, the brother 'Qf
Manton, had married the girl I had !oyed.
"Several years after other news came to me from my
old home, and to the effecf that Brandon Mayhew· had
gone to the bad and in a drunken brawl had wounded a
·companion fatally as he had believ.ed, and he ' h;d fled, ·
no one- knew where .
"His brother Hugh had wrecked his father's bank, and in a drunken frenzy had shot his wife one night, and he,
too. had become a fugitive:
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" Well, to end the story quickly, for I hate to dwell
upon it, Manton Mayhew had joined the army, and, a
good soldier, had become a sergeant.
"Ordered to Fort Faraway, he had met there Sergeant
Weston, whom he recognized, and fearing to be exposed
in his Qrimes, he at once attacked him, telling him he
would kill him and say that it was on account of his insubordination.
" But Wallace Weston was armed, having just been
given a revolver by an officer to take to his quarters, and
he killed Mayhew as he was about to drive a knife to his
heart.
"Rather than • bring out the old story, and perhaps be
carried back East to be tried for the murder of. the bank
w·a tchman, of which he was innocent, Sergeant Wallace
Weston submitted in silence to his trial and · accepted his
fate, feeling that his life "Yas one of despair."

"Yes, sir."
"And who was the oth~r one?"
"A clerk in the bank and a devoted friend of the ·Mayhews."
"Where is he?"
"I do not· know, sir:
"And they- are dead."
"Manton and IJugh Mayhew are dead, by my hand,
but where proof of their cri~e can be found I cannot tell,
and so I am forced to hide under an assumed name-yes,
Dr. Powell, the name of a dead man, Andrew Seldon,
the one whose body was found by the rock in the desert
and buried for mine."
"You have had a remarkable escape, Weston--"
" Seldon now, sir, for that is the name I have taken,
and let me now tell you how that poor man, the real
Andrew Seldon, was plotted against."
" I shall be glad to hear all that you are willing to tell
me, Seldon."
"Well, sir, it was while escaping from the pursuing
CHAPTER XV.
soldiers that I came upon a stray horse.
WALLACE WESTON STILL ALIVE.
"He led me back to where his dead master lay upon the
"And do you know all this to be as you have stated?" desert, and upon the body I found papers telling who he
asked Surgeon Powell, when the gold-hunter had fin- was, that he had left home under a cloud, and came West
ished his story.
to hide himself and hunt for gold until he dared return.
"I do, sir."
''There was a map of some gold fields he had dis"Knowing it, you did not come to the rescue of poor covered, and he had struck it rich and was on his way
Weston?"
home.
"I did not, sir'."
"So I dressed him in rny uniform, took his traps, and
"May I ask why?" and Frank Powell spoke sternly. went my way, and he was buried as Wallace Weston.
"I will tell you the reason, Surgeon Powell, if you will
"I( was when I was returning to the gold find of Anp!edge me your word to receive it ip sacred confidence:' drew Seklon that I came upon Black Heart Bill's camp,
" I will pledge myself, Mr. Seldon."
and findmg in him H ugh Mayhe\v, I killed him.
"Because, sir, I am Wallace Weston."
"I\.fy intention was to take Andrew Seldon's na1n e, dig
Frank Powell was always a calm, cool man, but now his gold, and, to ease my conscience, gave half to his
he sprang to his feet, dropping his pipe, and cried:
family.
"Do you speak the truth?"
"I imitated his writing and wrote to his lawyer and
"I do, sir."
best friend , and little daughter, for his wife was dead, as
" Upon honor ?"
letters told me which he had with him.
" Yes." .
"In answer, at vV-- I learned that I, as Andrew
"Now I recognize the look that has so haunted me Seldon, dared not return home, that my daughter Celeste
since I met you this morning.
was dead, and my fortune gone.
"Upon my soul , Weston, I am glad to see that you are
"vVhen Celeste Seldon was dptured, from her own
not dead, that you can clear up the story of Mayhew's lips I learned, as she told the outlaw lieutenant, that all
killing and announce ·yourself once more as a guiltl ess had been plot to keep her father away, and discovering
man."
the plot, she had come out here to find him, after the mes~
"But I cannot, sir, for you forget that I am accused of senger had failed to write home to her later than on his
murdering the watchman and robbing the bank."
• arrival 'in vv-·-.
" Is there no way in which you can disprove that ?"
"Now, )'.OU know, Dr. Powell, why I was seeking
"bnly by the confession of the g:uilty ones."
Buffalo Bill, and it is my intention to seek that young .
"Who were they?"
girl, .. tell
all, and give her one-ha1£ of the 'fortune _in
"The Mayhews and OJle other."
gold I · hav~ foum;l, through .her father's maps and direc"They were guilty?"
tions, in the Grand Canyon."
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" A1~d then?"

't suppose I shall drift about the world, sir, unknown,
teading an aimless life, or perhaps return to my golddigging again."
"No, Weston, such must not be your fate, for I shall
take your case in hand and prove your innocence of robbing that bank and killing the watchman, for I believe
your story, and then with Sergeant Mayhew's character
proven, you can readily secure pardon for taking his life
as you did in self-defense."
"Heaven bless you, Surgeon Powell!"
"I only make one request, Weston."
"Yes, sir."
"That Buffalo Bill hears your story as I have, for he
believes in your innocence most thoroughly, and will be
most happy to welcome you back to life."
"I will be guided by you, sir, but some one is coming."
"It is Buffalo Bill," cried Frank Powell, and just then
th_e scout rode into the camp.

CHAPTER XVI.
THE OUTLAW' S CC!lNFESSION.

When Buffalo Bill went on his way down into the
Grand Canyon, he continued on until he discovered just

where the outlaws had made their retreat.
This done, he retraced his way as rapidly as possible,
and at once went back on the trail to where he had left
his horse.
The sun was just setting as he neared the spot, and he
approached carefully, for he was not sure that some one
had not been there and discovered the animal.
Just as he caught sight of his horse he also saw there
was some one there, a horseman who had just ridden up
to the spot.
The face of the horseman was masked and this told the
story in an instant.
But Buffalo Bill had been also discover,ed, and up to
the outlaw's shoulder went his rifle, at the same instant
that the w_eapon of the scout was· lev.eled.
The two rifles cracked almbst as one, and the outlaw
reeled, tried to spur his ho1* in flight and fell to the
ground.
The scout at once advanced toward him, revolver in
hand, wh~n in faint voice came t he words:
"Don't fire again ! Your sf1ot is fatal !"
The scout put his revolver in his belt, bent over and
took the mask from the face of the wounded man, his
horse following him to the spot.
The face revealed was not a bad one, but that of a man
of thirty, with mustache, imperial and hair _w orn long.
The scout placed him at length upon his back, and made
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him as comfortable as he could, for he saw that he had
told the truth, that the wound he had. received was fatal.
Then he sat by the side of the wounded man for a while,
the light of the full moon falling full i~ his face, and the ·
scout heard him say :
" I am glad that I missed you ; for I have done evil
enough in my time."
"Who are you?" kindly asked the scout.
"My name is Alvin Wolf, and I had just resolved to
lead a different lif,e, for I am an outlaw, one of the
masked chief's band."
"Yes, I thought as much."
"I changed my ' life when I met a young girl who was
the chief's captive, and I intended to thwart his plans to
again capture her, for we gave her up for ransom two
days ago, and, acting for him, I received the gold.
"He gave me a written order to take the gold to a spot
near Last Chance and turn it ov'e r to him, which I did
last night, for he met me there, and then he arranged to
get a large ransom for a poor crazy fellow , the lovt;r of
the young gi rl, I believe, and s9 I had decided to act to
protect her; but you can do so now, for I will tell you all,
and then I tan die content."
" Yes, it is best to die with a free conscience."
"I believe you, and more, I will tell you of on e whom I
helped to ruin in life, though he is dead now.
·
"He was a soldier at Fort Faraway, and his name was
Wallace Wes ton.
" \"f\i e were boY._S together, though he was older than I,
and I was· led into temptation by others, the• Mayhew
brothers, and we robbed the bank we were working in,
were discovered by the watchman, and Manton Mayh~w
killed him, and we had so planned that the robbery would
fall upon the assistant cashie Wallace Weston.
"He fled , for we intended to hang him by our te_stimony, arid then Hugh Mayhew forged letters and caused
his sweetheart to believe him guilty, and she married him,
Mayhew, to in the end lose her life at his hands.
"l\fanton Mayhew always swore to me that he would
kill Weston if he ever met him, an.cl he said he heard he
was in the army, and so, I suppose, when they met at
Fort Faraway, he attempted to do so, and was killed himself.
"Poor \ Veston did not dare t~ll of the past, so hacl- to
suffer ; but you can make the real truth known to clear
his name, for I have it all written out as it is in my diary,
which I have always carried with me, and will now give
to you."
"I am glad to learn all this ; but let me ask you about
your outlaw band?"
"Yes."
"How many are in it?"
"Nine, without counting the chief."
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Y our retreat is in the Grand Canyon."
. ."You -krtow this ?"

"I do.;'

.

~·yes, our retn!at is there.'~

"And your chief.?"
The outlaw did not reply, and a shudder passed through
his .frame.
The scout spoke again, and leaning over he heard a few
whispered words from the dying lips which a moment
after were sealed forever by death.

CHAPTER XVII.
UNMASKED.

. When Buffalo· Bill rode into the camp where Surgeon
Powell and the gold-hunter sat, it was seen that he was
leading two horses, one carrying a pack-saddle, the other
,
a heavy load.
The Surgeon Scout at once arose and' greeted him, and
said': -.
"Ho, :'Bill, what game is that?"
1lA dead outlaw, the lieutenant of the band, whom I'
I
killed.
" "But you are not alone, Frank?"
,;No, it is your old rescuer, who was on his way to the
fort to see you, when he met me.
"He was going to tell you that the outlaws have their
retreat in the Grand Canyon."
.- ,;I have been t~ . it; but how ar.e you, Pard Seldon, and
let· me say· that I have good news for you, as your daughter has come vVest to meet you and . is now at Last
'
Chance."
that fact,
of
aware
am
I
but
"Thank you, Mr. Cody,
look me
·
-come,
Surgeon Powell can t~I ~ou ; but
am."
I
who
know
you
if
see
and
sguarely in the face,
Buffalo Bill. gave a fixed look and then cried, excitedly:
':By the gods of war, you ar.e Wallace Weston,. or
·
·his ghost.''
"'l am a very healthy ghost, sir; but I am Wallace We'[>ton, and I leave it to Surgeon Powell to tell my story to
;vou."
· The sco.u t sei.zed the gold-hunter's hand : and wrung
it hard while he said:
'~Thank God· y~u are not dead, Weston, for only this
nig'9.t ~ave I heCJ.rd the truth of your story !trorri the lips
_
of the dying outlaw, ,Alvin Wolf.''
. "Ra ! qnce my friend, then my foe, for he. sided with
· -·
the Mayhews against me."
".He did, a,nd I have his diary, which tells the whole
. story; but now let me tell mine, and then we can compare notes and decide what is best to be done."
Th~y first had supper, after staking out their horses,
and afterward buried the.body of the outlaw, Alvin Wolf.

's ·
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There, until after midnight, they sat talking to ether,
the surgeo'n, the ·scout and the· gold-hunter, about all th~t
had happened, after which they retired to their bla~kets~
It was just dawn the next morning whe!1. Wallace Weston rode away from the old camp to make all speed to
Last Chance.
His mission ther~ was to take a letter to driver Harding,
which was as follows :
"Trust the bearer with your life-Pick out -eight of the
best men_in the camp, whom you can trust, and have them
pretend to start fo r W- - on business, going in your
coach.
"See that no one else goes.
"Have two leaders that are good saddle-horses, and
smuggle into the coach seven saddles .
"I will meet ·you at Dead Line with horses, and .p repare
to lose your leaders then, for fo ur horses can readily pull
your empty coach on to Vv--.
"Your men must be the best, and full y armed.
"B: B.
"Yours,
"The Beaver will bring your answer to me."
Pushing rapidly oi1 Wallace Weston arrived in Last
Chanee that night and at once sought out Harding.
Giving him his letter, he receive.cl his an.swer, after the
two had a talk together, and then, mounted upon a fresh
horse furnished hirh b); the driver, he started upon his return, having attracted no particular attention.
It was the·next day that the coach rolled out for W- and it carried eight miners as passengers.
A rriving at Dead· Line, it was met there by Buffalo
Bill, Surgeon Powell and Wallace Weston, and the eight
miners joined them and went up to the scout's basin-camp.
Then, with the two leaders taken from Hardin~s
coach, they had , with Wolf's horses and the pack-animals,
enough to mount the party.
The next. morning the start was made for.the Grand
Canyon, and the descent was made on foot in the darkness of .night, the horses having been left on the rim.
. The party was led 'by Wallace Weston, who knew the
trail perfectly, and at midnight they rl.tshed in up~:m the
outlaw camp, giving them a complete surprise.
Revolvers rattled, cries of alarm and pain were heard,
. cheers , were given -and then silence reigned suRreme, fo r
the battle was won and ~ur outlaws had been ' n}ade
prisonets-the rest were killed.
One ~iner had been killed, and others ~04~d~·9, t!'l;ugh
slightly, and these_were cared for by Dr. Powelt. '
In- the cam)'.!, a prisoner, · Bernard Brandon. :was fou!ld
safe, b~t still unconscious of all about him, aJ'.i'parently. ·
Wallace Weston .had asked Buffalo Bill and.' Su.rgeon
Powell !o go on with him to his camp, and tllere they:
found Lucas Langley on guard, he having heard th
echoes of the firii1g far down the canyon, . and supposed
· that it ineant a11 a,ttack planned by his pard.
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Without letting the .secret be known, that there was
gold in the canyon, Buffalo Bill ordered an early sltl.rt for
Last Chance and it was made by all except Lucas Langley,
who remained at his cabin to await Weston's return.
U pon nearing Last Chance Bula.Io Bill halted the party,
to follow on a few hours later, while he rode on with Surgeon Powell and Wallace Weston.
The scout was recognized by the miners and warmly
greeted, and as he dismounted at the hotel and was welcomed by Landlord Larry, and Harding, who had returned, Dr. Dick came forward and said:
"Delighted to see you, Mr. Cody, again in Last
Chance."
"Yes, Dr. Dick, I am here to find Richard Mayhew, alias Dr. Dick, and more still, the masked chief of
the road-agents-hold! you are covered !"
But Dr. Dick saw that all was lost, saw that the
rope would be his end, and in spite of the warning of the
scout, he drew his revolver.
But. ere his finger touched the trigger he fell, a dead
man, at the feet of Buffalo Bill, Celeste Seldon having
come forward just in time to see the gambler gold king
fall his length upon the earth.
To the excited miners Buffalo Bill turned and made a
speech, for he had kill~d their hero, the idol of Last
Chance.
•
He told them how the mask of the gambler gold king
had been torn off, by the confession of the outlaw lieutenant, Alvan Wolf, and how he had had his suspicions
aroused, as had also Landlor!i Larry and Harding, by
several things that had occurred, that Dr. Dick was
not all he pretended to be.
The whole story ~vas made known, and as the rest of
the party came in, bearing the booty of the outlaws and
the prisoners, and in Dr. Dick's cabin was found the
very bag of gold that had been given for Celeste Seldon's
ransom, and the money before taken from the coach, there
was no doubting his guilt, and a howl of rage ar<J'e
against him and his followers.
Later, while :Buffalo Bill, Surgeon Pow~ll, Wallace
Weston and Landlord Larry were at Celeste Seldon's
cabin, telling her the true story regarding her father, the
storm broke in fury and Harding rushed in to say that
the miners had seized the outlaw prisoners and were
hanging them.
An attempted rescue was made by Surgeon Powell and
Buffa]~ Bill, but in vain; that mob would not, could not,
be stayed in its madness and the work of revenge was accomplished .
The next day, as Surgeon Powell had said that the
reason of Bernard Brandon could be restored by an operation, Celeste begged him to make the ·attempt, and to the
joy of all it was crowned with perfect success.

•
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With his reason once on its throne again, and .learning
all that had taken place, Bernard Brandon · told how. he
had been the young partner of Lawyer Edgar Stone, who
had kept his friend, Andrew Selclon, away from ·home
by false letters, had written him that Celeste. was dead,
intending in the end to marry her and get th~ large fortune for himself, for the estate had grea~ly increased fo
value since the departure of its . owner.
He had at last decided to go to Celeste and confess ·an,
and learning that he had done so, Edgar Stone had fled
to save imprisonment.
In atonement Bernard Brandon had come West to find
Andrew Seldon, and not hearing from him, Celeste had
followed him wi~ the results now known to the reader.
Bernard Brandon hoped that his atonement might ;win
the heart of Celeste, but instead she had dismissed him
with liberal payment and placed herself under the guardianship of Wallace Weston, who had taken her father's
name.
Bidding adieu to their pards at Last Chance, . after
sending Harding to the Grand Canyon to join Lucas
Langley at the mine, Wallace Weston went East with
Celeste, and going to his old home, he told the · whole
story of his life, and submitted letters from Dr. Powell,
:Buffalo Bill, and the diary of the outlaw officer as proof
of his innocence) so that the charges against him were at
once ended by legal process.
o
Armed with proper papers, he presented himself before
the president, and received his pardon, after which, with
Celeste Seldon as Mrs. Wallace ·weston, he went to .Fort
Faraway and received a welcome from all his old. officers
and comrades that made his heart glad.
As the mines in the Grand Canyon had ceased panning
· out as expected, Wallace Weston gave up his interest
there to Lucas Langley and Harding, and returned East
with his beautiful wife, both of them more than ~ontent
never to ·again visit the Wild West, though they have
never forgotten Buffalo Bill and his wizards of the warpath.
THE END.

Next week's issue (No. 71) will contain, " Buffalo Bill's
Sweepstake; or, Hunting the Paradise Gold Mine."
The Sweepstake was a pretty wide, clean sweep-<1,Pd
swept all before it, and the Paradise Gold Mine was a
prize well worth winning. Look out for the story, for it
will open your eyes in regards to some things concerning -frontier life. It contains accounts of some of the
liveliest adventures the Wizard of the Trail, Buffalo Bill,
ever had. It ·will also contain some previous portions of
the lives of Dr. Dick and Wallace Weston, which will
make thrilling reading. How Wallace Weston found the
.mine in the Grand Canyon is an interesting story,
will
be told next week.

and

Look on page 3t, boys. Isn't that new contest a bird?
Get into it. The entries are beginni ng to put in an appeara nce already.
I
We'll begin to print them in ·a couple of weeks.
stories left over from the contest just dosed.
good
of
bunch
In the meantim e we are printing a few of the
'
P.rize-winners to ~ announced nex t week.
My Advent ure on a Day's Hunt.
(By Geo. Levy, N. Y.)
It was about ten years ago when often I had the privilege of going out to hunt or fish as I wished.
This day I happe d to be out hunting, and just as I
was nearing a small nver which \'.ICl.S frequently visited by
deer and other such game, I saw somethi ng peering out of
the bushes on the other side of the river.
At first I did not know what to do, but I managed to
get aim at his chest, and I shot. The animal bounded up
and down and ran for about two rods and fell, kicking,
so I took one more shot and that settled him.
I then started to skin him, which was easy for me, as
I watched "my uncle many a time. I was about halfway
through when I heard a rustling right behind me; with a
quick glance I turned around to behold a large fox ; at first
I became a bit afraid, but I got enough courage and
looked him square in the eye and he turned around and
fled.
I went afte~ my gun and fired, but missed my mark.
I then resumed my task and was soon on my way home.
I related my adventu re to my parents and since that time
I have always had some one with me.

feet from me, and on looking up I saw Mr. Delmar, the
painter, dangling at the end of the rope and striking the
hot cupola.
Quick as thought I replaced the ladder and, running up,
I caught hold Jil.f him and held h im as far away as possible, and then ~u ttin g the rope I descende d, assisting him
down, for he was nearly unconscious.
When I reached the ground I found he was burned
severely, and calling aid, we took him to the hospital,
where he was taken care of, but was not able to leave fo r
about fo ur months, and at one time it was feared he
would die.
As for myself, I received a few slight burns, but none
of them were dangero us.

A Battle at the R apids.
(By H arry Scott, Pa.)
One warm and sultry day, in the latter part of July, in
the year '98, three compan ions and myself went out to
Bridgew ater dam, for a swim. After having lots of fun
above the dam, jumping and diving, I left my friends and
went down to the dam, and it was then that I had my
nar row escape.
There had been a heavy rainstor m that morning, and
dam resembl ed the N iagara Falls, only it was a
the
Death.
Saved from a Terrible
miniatu re one.
(By Clayton Burdick , Wis. )
There was a row of planks running across the creek .
they extende d out about
I am a boy of sixteen, learning the painters ' trade from at t he bottom of the dam, and
dam about seven feet,
the
over
fell
water
he
cuT
and
s
feet.
six
chimney
painting
by
a man who made his living
off down the creek,
rushed
then
and
onto these planks
polas on factories .
.
rapids
e
th
called
I
not
what
of
sure
making
make
to
used
he
high
As these wer e very
I sat in back of the fall s fo r a while and then, rushing
having an accident by tying the end of a rope around his
through the sheet of water, I dove off the edge of the
grapplea
out
had
which
end,
er
oth
body and throwin g the
rapids. Coming up, I struck out
hook fastened to it, over the top of the cupola, but an ac- planks into the seething
fo r where it was shallow. Instroke
d
overhan
an
with
cident happened just ~he same.
back along the bank, I
walking
and
out
One day as he was painting and I wa.s mixing paint on stead of getting
planks.
the
to
back
swim
would
I
five
thought
about
falling
the ground, I was startled by the ladder
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This was easy for me on most days when the waters far when their sign s became visible in th ~ snow. " .L eaving
.
were not so swift. I started back to the planks, swimming my uncle, I started up a -deep hoHow,
I had not gone far when I came suddenly upori the oohard so as not to get carried back.
, It was an awful fight, and I was played out before I ject of my hunt. Standing not over forty yards from rhe
reached the platform. The boards were wet and slimy , was a huge black bear. My first impulse was to, run; but
and just as I laid my hand on one, the current swept me thinking of the parting taunts from the boys at home of
back. Being played out, I coul dn't do a thing, so down what I would do if I saw a bear, I raised my rifle to my
I went, getting my mouth full of water . I came up and shoulder and with a nervous fin ger I pulled the ·trigger.
went for them again, but it was no use.
A savage g rowl answer ed my shot, and with the blood
Just as I was a bout to shout fo r my companio1}s, I went streaming fr om his mouth, where my bullet had hit him,
down again, this time getting so much water , tnat I was he came at me.
I screamed for help, and turned and fl ed ak fast as
choked.
I have often heard that when a person is drowning, they my trembling limbs would carry me.
· Turnin g my head I saw the bear not five feet b.e hjnd me.
think of a lot of things, and I know that it is true.
I was struck with the idea that I ought to go with the .. T hrowing my g un away I strained every nerve in 111e,
current instead of fig hting against it. T his I did, and but the nex t instant something struck me in the back and
when I arrived where I could touch bottom, I said to my- almost knocked me senseless. ·
I lay thus fo r a moment, and feeling something wq.rm
self: "Thank the Lord."
dropping in my face I opened my eyes.
I assure you th at I have •never repeated the trick.
The sight which met my view froze every drop of'blood
in
my veins, for, standing over me was the. bear I had
How I Saved the Horses. '
wounded, his hot breath steaming in my face. I gave all
(By Carl P ritchard, Wis. )
up fo r lost, expecting eai::h second to fe~ l hi s sharp teeth
A bout seven of my ch ums and myself had decided to go crush into my face . I closed my eyes awaiting my end,
camping at T rout Lake, which is about twenty-eight when- "Crack !"-a rifle report rang out, and Hie next
instant a heavy body fell on my legs.
miles from our t own :
W ith a boun d I was on my feet and looking up I saw
We were to start on Monday mornin g , but it rained that
my
uncle standing above me. H e had heard the report
day and Tu esday also, but on W ednesday everything was
all right, and we loaded the wagon and hitched up the two of my rifle and arrived just in time to save my life. His
bull et had gone clean throtigh the bear's heart .
h~avy team horses to our travelin g home.
'0l e stayed two days longer, but with no more success.
The roads were very muddy and sticky on account of
th e rain, so we were only able to go at a slow rate of I have the bear's hide now in my rooli)1, and when I look
sp eed. Vve had gone about twenty miles when darkn ess at it now, it causes a feeling of nervousness to come over
me.
overtook us.
We ·debated whether to go ahead or camp where we
wer e fo r the nig ht.
T he Foot In the Frog»
The majority were in fa vor of pushing on, so we did.
( By Robert Calf10un, Pa.)
Vv e had gone about a mile through the darkness when I
fei t the lines snapped from my han ds, an d the horses gave
One S unday afternoon about a year ago, while strolling
a great plunge into a torrent of water, pulling the wagon alon g the tracks of the B. & 0. R ailroad, near the outa fter them.
skirts of the town, I met with a thrillii:i.g escape from
The boys jumped and swam fo r shore, though I called death that I will long r emember. I often stroll along the
loudly fo r help from them.
railroad, and have a g reat habit of walking the rail,· which
My first thought was of the horses, so I swam for their I was doing at this time.
heads and after getting my knife open I cut the harness
I had walked fo r quite a distance, .a nd not noticing that
which held the horses to the wagon, and headed them fo r I was near a sw itch, glanced up for an instant to see if any
'shore. Th ey pulled me with them, where I was hauled • trains were near.
'
out by the boys, and then, of course, our joi1rney was
It was almost a fatal glance, fo r I' slipped , my foot goput off, so we camped in the water instead of dry land.
ing into the fr og where it remained £ast, with a train nqt
over one-fourth of a mile away, bearing down toward me
with almost the speed of lightning .
~·
A n Adventure With a Bear.
I was horror stricken fo r a moment, a-nd pulled and
(By J ames Lawson, W. Va. )
j erked for dear life, but thinking of the terrible danger, I
It was in the fall of 1898, that my uncl e and I proposed regained my self-possession, and, plunging my hand into
taking a bear h unt in the Upine Mountains, in Greenbrier ·my jacket, I g rasped a kni fe which opened with a spring,
County, W . Va. So one bright morning in early Novem- and which fort unately was very 'sharp:
ber, we packed our camping outfit and started.
O n touching the spring the blade fl ew open, and stoopW e arrived there the next day, and immediately ing down.I made a quick slash with the knife, and .c ut the
pitched ou r tent, and cooked our supper. It was fo rtunate lace of my shoe from top to bottom. I pulled _my foot
tor us that we bro ug ht plenty of blankets, for that night free and stepped back just in time to miss the thundering
about two inches of snow fell. We were up early the locomotive, whiCh passed me like a flash.
.
next mo rnin ~, got our breakfast, and with our repeating
The engineer hat! used almost superhuman efforts to
rifles, sallied forth in pursuit of pear. V.Ve had not gone stop the engine, but did not -succeed until he w'AI almost
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one hundred feet past me, not knowing that I was fast
until it was too late.
After congratulating me on my escape, he resumed his
journey, and on recovering my shoe I resumed mine.

An Adventure With a Highwayman.
(By W illiam O'Connor, N . Y.)
A year ago last August, I was spending two wee~s v~
cation in Saratoga. I was stopping at a cottage which 1s
situated on York avenue near the Ten Spring ·woods,
which is a very quiet and lonely neighborhood at night,
,
and a very good place fo r a hold-up.
One night I was coming home from a concert in Congress park, when about half a block from where I lived,
a man who was walking down the avenue, stopped me
and pulled a small revolver out of his coat pocket and
told me to put up my hands and be quiet.
I was very much frightened, but did not lose my head,
and did as he told me, but just then a thought came to me
which I remembered reading in a book which told what
a man should do in a case like this.
T he man had just gone through my pocket~ and was
going to take my watch, when I nodded, making him believe there was some one in back of him, he saw me do it
and looked around.
· T his was just the chance I was looking for. I gave
him a blow with all my strength on the point of the jaw,
which dazed him, and gave me a chance to run home
safely.

Num bers of

GOOD NEWS
BOUGHT
The following numbers of GOOD NEWS will be
bought. Any boys having them in their possession
should communicate at once with

•
P. 0. Box 192, New York

If you have the following numbers, write at once:

Numbers 137, 349, 370 to 377, inclusjve.

I

Another Great Story by
Frank Merriwell.
'

8

Frank Merriwell writes
exclus ively for BOY S
.8
OF A M E R ICA.

READ

FRANK ·ME

IWELL 'S

Latest and Best Story, entitled
"BUCK BADGER'S RANCH; Or, UP AGAINST THE GOLD PIRAT[S."
Opening Chapters Appear in

No. 51

of

BOYS OF AMERI CA.
Every boy of A~erica
will want to rea d this
.s
.B
.II>
story.

Out Thursday,i Sept, 5th.
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Western ranch life.
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The Contest just starting is going to be the greatest we ever ran.
: Prizes are new and the finest we ever offered. The other contests held in
•1 all made splendid success, but this one is sure to break all records. Why?

It's an entirely new idea. The
the BUFFALO BILL WEEKLY have
Because it is a brand-new ideaa contest every boy in America has an equal chance in, and because the prizes beat anything ever offered
before. All you have to do is to write out an account of any of your

:
I

!
!
f

II!

Curious Dreams.

Everybqdy has had remarkable dreams, and anybody who sends in an account of one has a chance of
winning one of the prizes. • They consist of

THREE FIRST-CLASS PHOTOCRAPH IC OUTFITS,
Including Camera and all Appliances for Taking and Developing Photographs.

..,

Five Hunting Axes and Fiv-e Hunting Knives.
Think of the fun you can have this winter· with one of those cameras. You can take and develop
photographs of all your friends. Full directions go with each camera. Think how useful and handy a firstrate hunting knife or ax will be when you go hunting or trapping in the woods this winter.
To Win a Prize.-Write an account of any curious or remarkable dream you have had-no
matter what it w as about. Tell it in five hundred words, and send it with the coupon you will find on this
page, properly fill ed out , to the Bu FF ALO BILL WEEKLY, care of Street & Smith, 2 38 William St., New York City.

I
I
f

0

i
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HERE IS A LIST OF THE PRIZES:

The three boys who send in the three most interesting accounts will
each receive an Eastman Pocket Hodak, with complete
outfit. The camera takes picture l!x2 inches; uses film, and hl}s
ca.pacity for twelve pictures without reloading; weight six o.unces. This
wonderful little camera takes pictures equal t o the most expensive. It
makes negatives of such sharpness and definition that beautiful enlargements of any size can be made from them. Has perfect Achromatic Lens of fixed focus, Rotary Shutter, with sets of three stops,
square View Finder, and covered with fine Seal Grain Leather. Takes
snap shots or time exposures. . Easily carried in pocket or op. bicycle.
Complete with roll of film for twelve exposures and Leather Carrying
Case, with room for three extra.film cartridges.
The five boys.wfio ·send in the· five next best acco1V1ts will each receive a Safety Hunting Ax. Dimensions over all llx4
inches: weight 18 ounces. The blade is made of solid tool steel, finely
tempered and highly polished. The handle is made of mild steel, nickle
plated on copper, with handle plates of engraved hard rubber. The
guard is of sheet steel, hinged on a spring in such a manner that either
open or closed it is firmly held in position. The construction is unique

Now, Boys, You See Your Chance!

~

COUPON.

t

BUFFALO BILL DREAM CONTEST.

If

NiStamet · · · d. · ~~ · · · · • • • .... · .. • .. • • • · · • • • • • • • • • • • ..... • • · · ·
ree an .no . ··· .................................. . ···
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City 07 '.l'own .. · ......... • · • "· • • · ... • • • ...... • ........ •
State.···· · .. .... ·•••••• ........ •· ...... •• ............. ·
Titfo of Story . . ... .. .•.. .. .. . .. . ............... . ........

i
1

It's Up to You to Win a Prize!
This Contest closes December 1st. All
entries must be in by that date.

Remember, the "BUFF ALO BILL
W EkEl KdL Y" has the greatest circulation of any
wu y escriptive of Indian warfare ever published.
Your story, whether it wins a prize or not, has a
chance of being published, and will be read throughout the length and breadth of the Continent•

®

•

I

and of such a nature as t o make it almost impossible for one part to
become detached from another. The head has an oblong semi-ciicular
recess milled in either side to receive the slotted end of bar.die, which
is accurately milled to a close fit and firmly held by a ! -inch steel
screw. This method of handle fastening prevents any liability of the
blade working loose on the handle. The upper part of the handle is
slotted on the under side to r eceive the folded sheet steel guard, which
is so arranged as to be firmly held by a fl at steel bar when open or
closed
.
The five boys who send in the five next best acco_unts will each r e· .
·ceive a SpoTtsman•s Ideal Hunting Hni1'e.
There is about as much difference in point of utility and beauty between
one of our" Ic\eal " hunting knives and any other knife on the market
as there is between a grizzly bear and a porcupine. They are hand
forged, hand tempered, hand tested by the rigidest possible test and
fi nished in a manner that makes them the handsomest knives in the
~ark et. The " Ideal" knives are made with 5-inch blades, leather
liandle, brass and fibre trimmings, with polished stag-horn tip. A handiome black or russet case with each knife.
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BUFFALO BILL STORIES
(LARG E SIZ:.&. )

1

Containing the Only Stories Authorized by Hon. WILLIAM F. CODY ( " Buffalo Bill").
41-Buf falo Bill at Painted Rock; or, After the Human Buzzar ds.
42-Buf falo Bill and the Boy Trailer ; or, After Kidnap pers in Kansas .
. Band.
43-Buf falo Bill In Zigzag Canyon ; or, Fightin g Red tlugh's
44-Buf falo Bill's Red Allies; or, Hand to Hand with the Devil Gang.
45-Buf falo Bill in the Bad Lands; or, Trailing the Veiled Squaw.
46-Buf falo Bill's Tra.il ot the Ghost Dancer s; or, The Sioux Chiefs Secret.
47-Buf falo Bill's Deadlie st Deal; or, The Doomed .Desper adoes of ~atan's
Mine.
48-Buf falo Bill's Secret; or, The Trail of a Traitor .
49-Buf falo Bill's Phanto m Hunt; or, The Gold Guide of Colorad o Canvon .
50-Buf falo Bill's Brothe r in Bucksk in; o r , T h e Redskin La r iat Ranger s.
51-Buf falo Bill' s Trail of the Man Tigers; or, The Doom of the Brande d Hand.
52-Buf falo Bill's Boy Pard; or, Trainin g the Bucksk in Bov.
53-Bui' falo Bill's Vow of Vengea nce; or, The Scout's Boy A ll y.
54-Buf falo Bill and .the Mad tlerm it; or, finding a lost Trail.
55-Buf falo Bill's Bonanz a; or, The Clan of the Silver Circle.
56-Buf falo Bill's Mascot ; or The Mystery of Death Valley.
57-Bu fia [o Bill and the Surgeo n Scout; or, T he Brave Dumb Messen ger.
58-Buf falo Bill's Mvsteri ous Trail; or; Trac king a liidden foe.
59-Buf falo Bill and the Masked Hussar ; or, Fightin g the P r a irie Pirates .
60-Buf falo Bill's Blind; or, Runnin g the Death Gauntle t.
61-Buf falo Bill and t he Ma sked Driver: or. The Fatal Run Throug h Death
Canyon .
62-Buf falo Bill's Still Hunt; qr, fightin g the Robber of the Ranges .
63-Buf falo Bill and the Red Riders; or, The Ma d Dri ver of the Overla n ds.
64-Buf falo Bill's Dead-S hot Pa rd; or. The Will-o•-the · Wis p of the Tra ils.
65- Buffalo Bill's Run-Do wn; or, The Re d-Hand Renega de's Death.
66-Buf falo Bill 's Red Trail; or, I\ Race for Rans on.
67-Buf falo Bill's Be st Bower ; or, Cam n g th e T urn on Dea t h Notch Dic k.
68-Buf falo Bill and t he Gold Ghouls ; or, Defying Death at E leph a nt Ro ck .
69-:-Buf falo B il l's Spy Shadow er; or. The Herm it t f G ·and Can yon .

.

a copy
Ba.ck numbers always on hand. If you cannot 2'et them from your newsdeale r, fiv~ cents
will bring- them to you, by mail, postpai<.1.
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THERE can be no question about
the advantage of being able to
box wel l. When called upon to defend
yourself you are always ready and
•
the manly art of boxing if practiced
.. as set fo rth in the pages of the book
entitled " The Art of Boxing and Self
Defense" wi ll bring__the muscles into
McGOVE RN C R OSS-COUNTERS WITH HIS R'IGHT:

play and . transform a weak man into
a noble specimen of his race. . . .

,,....----------------~-----------~l--------------------------------------1,

The Art of Boxing a"d Self Defense
B y P R OF. DONOVAN
r

7he only authentic work on Boxing now on the market.
\

DIAMOND
HAND BOOK

No. 9

· ·

THE CONTENTS ANl> ILLUSTRATIONS WILL
-

• DIAMOND

INi:mffiST THE MOST INDIFFEKENT PERSON.- _ _ HA NJ)_ BOOK
No. 9

JT is profusely illustrated w ith 37 elegaQt halftone cuts, showing the different positions and
blows. The otiginals of these illustrations are
such noted pugilists as James J effries, Robert
Fitzsi mmons, J ames J. Corbett, Terry McGovern,
Young Corbett, and all the heavy and light-weight
fighters w ho· have ever held the championsh ip of
their class.
The book is printed on good paper, clear, sharp
type and bound in attracti ve illuminated cover.

PRICE 10 CENTS

I

ALL NEWSDEALERS
If sent by m ail, s c ents additional for 1»stage.
YOUNG CORBETT GETS IN A STRAIGHT
LEFT ON McGOVERN'S STOMACH.

